The rate of isothe rm al bulk crystalli zation of poly (e hloro trifluoroethylene) , 2'm = 221° C, was measured from 170 0 to 200 0 C. The intrinsic bulk cr ystallization, which acc uraLe ly ~o llow e d a n n= 2 la\,:, was. shown t o be a res ult of the i~lj ect ion of primary nu clei spora di cally III Lime, with on e-dim ensIOnal growth of cen ters den ved from t hese n uclei. The cr ysLalIi tesare exceedingly s ma ll. The one~dimen sional gro wth process was isolaLe d by nuclca Lin g s peCllllens WJ t h seed crystals, a nd Its te mperature-dependence determincd beL ween 191 0 an d 205 0 C. The seed crystal isotherms followed an n= 1 la w. TIle te mperature coC'ffi cien ts o f t he rate of nu cleation a nd the rate of grow th were both stron gly negati ve .
Introduction
Poly(chlorotrifluol'oeLhylene) is a lincar homopolymer that possesses a s trong tendency Lo cry Lallize when sLored in the super cooled tate. This paper is concerned with a detailed experimen tal and theoretical study of this phenomenon . R ate of erysLallization s tudies wer e carried out on this polym er with three basic obj ec tives in mind . In enumerating these obj ectives below, the opportunity is Laken to touch briefly on the m ethods and r easoning used to attain th em .
The first obj ective of th e work was to determine th e experimental conditions conducive to homogeneous nucleation, and to inves tigate the geometry of crystal growth under these conditions. The basic aim here was th e uncovering of intrinsic properties of the polymer, as opposed t o those resulting from in teracLion of th e polymer with foreign bodies.
Overall (bulk) crystalliza tion isotherm s were ob tained aL various Lemper atures below the m elting poin t by measuring th e decrease of volume with Lime for samples of polymer thaL had b een iniLially superheated far above the melting point. As expec ted from th e work of Turnbull [l) ,l the strong sup erh ea ting gr eatly subdued the effec t of embryos stabilized in pores or fissures in h eterogeneities, and led to highly r eproducible results. Inasmuch as the relationship b etween volume and d egree of cr ystallinity, x, is accurately known [2] for poly(chlol'otrifluoro ethylene), the isotherms wer e expressed as plots of X versus log t, wher e t was the tim e as measured from the inception of the experiment. In general, the fr ee bulk growth rate may b e r epresented as x' = Zt n , wher e n is a number dependin g on the type of nucleation and the geometry of growLh, and Z is a rate constant. It was determined b y a straightforward analysis of th e da ta that the isotherms obtained with strong superheating corresponded to x' = Z2t2, i .e., to n = 2. This ugges ted tha t the crys talli zation was a r e ult of one-dimensional growth of primary nuclei that wer e born a t la ter and la ter ci.ates . The altern ative, and altoa'ether less likely , explanation is that the cl'ystallizatioll was th e resull of two-d.imensional growth of objects b01'1l a t th e same ti~l e . Any ambiguity in th e r esult that the mode of growth was of a on edimen s iOllal dIamcter was removed b y carrying out a cr ystalli zation initia te d. b y seed. crystals arisiJl g Ironi a p revious run where the fr ee bulk gl'~nvth rate was described b y n = 2 . It was detenlllned that n = l when the crys ta lliz ation was ini tiated by su ch seeci. cr ystals. TI~e only physically reasonable illte~' prelation for a fr ee bulk growth raLe where n = 1 1S th at th e crystalli zation was due to one-dimcnsion al growth of ob jects bor11 at tIle same .tim e. Th~sc experimcnts made It clcar that tb e 1so Lhen:ns for whi ch the n = 2 growth law was observed are III fact to b e in terpreted. ill terms of one-dimensional gro~th of objects born at later and later dates. T~lC buth of ob jects at later and later dates . may anse from either tru e homogeneous nu eleatlOn , or pseudohomogeneous nu cleation, the latter b eing a resul t of n early sporadi c initiation on Aat surfaces on h eterogeneities (see belo~v ).
The fact tllat It can b e demonstrated that the primary nuclei ar e born at later and later da~es does not in itself n ecessanly m ean that the nucleatlOn 1S of a tr uly homogeneous character . Homogeneoys ~lLl cleation refers to that pro cess wh ere crystallizatIOn centers a rc spontaneously formed at random positions in the pure -mother ph ase b y t hermal fl uctuations. Such a process is ch.amcterizcd by a rate of produ ?-t ion of nucl ei per umt volume of mo t her phase t hat 1S truly constant in time, except p erhaps for a very shor t indu ction period . However , a proccss of a rather similar character can take place on fla t surfaces on any h etel'ogeneiti~s that may ex ist in the system. In t hi s case fiu ctuatlOns neal'Aat surfaces t hat arc wettable b y'the crystalline phase can ca use nucl ei to be born at a rate t hat decreases only r ather slowly WI th time, so that the rate of inj ection may b e ver y nearlY constant. (This holds if the system has previously been s uperheated to a degr ee s.ufficient to m elt. oy t any cmbryos in fiss~l'es 01' pores 111 the heterogene it ies th at would othenv1se act as centers of growth at t = O. ) This type of nucleation, whi ch is s~mply a special case of he terogeneou s nucleatlOn as dlscussed by Avrami (?], is. for convem ence termed pseudohomogeneous m tlll~ paper. So lon~ as t he rate of prod uction of nucl eI does not fall off too . rapldly due to d epl etion of t he flat surfaces, the behavlOr of such .ft system will in m any 1mportant respects be exp?l'lm entally similar to t ha t of on.e wh eye t.he nucleatIOn is truly homogeneo us. Th,e slll1l1an ty 111 t he expl:essions describing t he rate of hetcrogen eo us nu cleatIOn of flat SUl'faces and tru e homogeneo us nu cleation has been noted on a numbcr of occasions (sec, for example, the r emarks of Hollom~n (4]. HO\\:e\Tel' , p se udohomogeneous nucl ea~lOn wlll b e energetically favored over th e correspondll1g homogeneous p roccss, and the energy parameters t hat describe the rate of inj ection of primary nuclci in t he pscuc\o homogeneo us proccss will generally be eonsiclerably smaller t han Lhose for t he co rre'sponrling' t ruly homogeneou s rnccll-
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anism. Th us, t he attainment of highly reproducib le isotherms t hroug h strong super heating is in itself ins uffi cient reason for t he assumption t hftt t he subsequent nu cleation is homogeneous, but this still does no t detract from the fact that a st udy of a system exh ibi t ing pse udollOll1ogeneous nucl eation may provid e certain informatiOll eoncerning t he expected behavior of t he corresponding homophase sys tem wit h homogeneous initiation. If t he number of heterogeneiti es is sufficiently small , 01' t he fl at surfaces I only diffi cultly we ttabl e by Lhe crystalline phas(\ . true homogeneou s nueleation will tend to predominate. Reasons will be giv en for beli eving t hat homogeneous ini t iation was pro bably ach ieved for carefully selccted and strongly s upcl'heated spcci men s of poly(ehl o rotriA uoroetliyl ene ).
The second obj ective of the work: involved all experimen tal st ud:v of the shape of th e isotherms, partieularly at high X values.
All of th e isotherms could b e quite ftccurately r epresented from very low up to moderately high X values b y the useful ph enomenologi cal expression x = xw[l -exp (-2t n /x w)] attributable to Mandelkcrn [5] , and Manclelkern , Quinn , and Flory l6] . In thi s r egion, X lO and n were essentially cons tan t, and the isotherms could therefore b e superposed simply by rescalin g the time.
(The parameter Xw is treated in thi s paper as a mean valu e of the apparent limi ting d egr ee of crystallinity in s tage 1; note th at Xw causes th e crystallization to p['oceed somewhat more slowly than th e free bulk grow th rate , Zt".) However , at high X va.lues, the isotherm s rather abruptly en tercel a new regim e where the degree of crys talliJlity changed extremely slowly with time , and where ll O constant valu e of nand X 1C could. describe th e shape of a givcn isoLh crm. \ !(oreover, th e various isoth erms could no lon ger be superposed by rcscalin g the time. For convenien ce, th e first part of an isotherm , where superposition holds, is called stage 1 , and the later portion wher e it fails is te rm ed stage 2. The' stage 2 process is Lhe prin cipa l hindran ce to the isothcrmal attainment of a high d egree of crystallini ty in this poly mer. A di scussion is given concerning possible cau ses of th e onset of stage 2. It is concluded that a high degree of impin gement is the cause of this phenomenon.
The third obj ec tive of the work was to give a theoretical accoun t of the rate constants that control the rate of nucleation and growth in the stage 1 portion of the crystallization . Special emphasis was attach ed to calcul ation of the temperature variation of these qu a ntities, and to the estim ation of the size of th e nuclei.
In a system with primary nucl ei being bol'll at uni forml:r later and later datcs a nd th en growing in a onc-dimensional manner, the overall (bulk) crystallization r ate, as m easurcd by 22 in the expression for th e fre e growth rate', x' = 2 zt 2 , is proportional to the rate of injection of nuclei 1, th e lin eal growth rate of th e rods G, and. th e area of the growin g crystal face, rrr2 . Expcrimelltal values of Z2 were obtained at various temperatures b y a.nalysis of the n= 2 isotherms. Information con ('.cl'llin g th e tC'mperat uI'e depeJldeJlcc of G was obLaill ccl by a n a ll al:vsis of Lhc n = 1 secd-c r.I's Lrti isoL il c rlTl s, s ill cc undcr fLpp rop ri aLc circums ta nccs LII C' ovC' ra il raLe of C' ry s tallizetlion o f a SPCCi lTl C1I Ivll ('r(' t il C' Jluel ci a rC' scC'ct C'J'ys tal prcscnt at t= O d.cpl'llcl dirccLi)' 0 11 th e lin ca g rowt il l'I, tt(' .
' Vitll LlIl' Le lllpC'rallll' c vari a li o n of ' %2 H, 11d. G knowll expcrimC' lllfL lI :I' , tilc lernpna t urc cicpe1ldellt'e o f J was lhcrefore' ddc rmincci. also . Our Las k , Lll('n , was th at of g iv in g a lilco reLic:aJ di r uss ion of 2 2 , r, a nd O.
Tilc ratl' of inj edio ll of nllclei is ci.cs ('l'ibed geJlC'/'flll)' ill tc rms of a cy lin d rica l primary !ludc Ll ::; of rad iu s /. andlcngth f, where l' and I m ay be eith er va ri able o r cons tant. '1'11 is nucleus is endowed with in terfac ial frcc cnc rgic s (J sa nd (J e on t he sid e and cnds respectivcl:I' , alld a res idua l edge free energy, f. The rcsidual edge free energy is sh own to b e unimpor tant in dcterminin g t h e rate of nu cleation in th e pres en t case . In t h e theoretical trcatment, the thermodyn amic driving force , t:.j', is reprcs ented by a more accu rate expr ess ion [7 ] Lhan is commonly employcd in similar calculation s. The homogeneou s nucleation rate in thc region s tudied experimentally (J 70 0 to 200 0 C ) is t reated in terms of a s peciali zed prima ry nucleu s of fixcd length f3 and a va ri fLbl e rad iu s 1' . This model , wltielt is applic able in fL relatively cxt,e nd cd lempemture int e rval calleel " region B ", leael s lo a lluclefLlion rate of Lhe form IB~ exp (-t:.F~/ HT) exp (-{3/ T 2 t:.T), whcl'e f3 is fL con s lfLllt , t:.F; til e frec en e rg~' of fL c livfLtion of th e s ho l't -range din'u s ioll proccss fLt till' in tc d acl' , l' th e absolul C' tl'ITlIWI'I)'lllre , a nd t:.T tile difl'er('nc(' bclwccn th e nw l Lin g poilll a nd tilc ('I'~'s tal liz a ti oJl lcmperature. Jli s drmon s tralrd. tllfLt thi s model docs 1I0 L impl y that (J e is icl.cII tieal Lo u r o. Thc model with hoth rand /variab lr is lll eo l'el ically valid ill rcgion A, which exi s ts close to til c JlwlliJ ' g poin t, a Jld l eads to f it ~ exp ( -t:.F;;!HT) exp ( -exl T 3 t:. 1 '2 ) , wherc a is a con s taJll. II is demoJl s tratecl concl usively that f 8 , and n oL fA , fit s tll e data 00 tain cd bctweeJl 170 0 am[ 200 0 C , sh ow in g LllfLt the llu ckus with fixcd 10 is t he co rrect on e to employ in Illi s range. 1' h e tcmpcratul'c dependeJlce of Lh e liJl eal gl'owLh rate is cl.es crib ecl. i n term s of a seconcl.fLlT 0 1' growLh nu cleus of length AO that forms on th c g rowillg face (end) of the crystalli t e. The grow th law is of th e form G", exp ( -t 
:.Fi/RT) exp (_ "r/ T2t:.T).
The qLlantit~T to is numerically equal to AO ' The trcatment of G is thus similar to that proposed in ano ther co nn ec tion by Burnett and 11cDevi t [8] .
The bulk c rystallization rate constant, Z2, is shown to accuratelv conform to a relation of the form Z?~ exp [-( t: 
.F;+t:.Fi) / RT]exp [-(f3 + I') / T 2 t:.Ty )
., wh~l'e (3 = 1'. E s tim ates of th e d imen sion s of tIl e primfLl'Y and se condary nucle i arc given .
Although the principal a im of Lhe presc n L work was th e elu cidation of Lh e bulk C' . rys talli zat ion proccss, mention is made of ('crtfLin aspects of s phcrulitie growth. A morc detailed di scu ss ion of spileruli Li c growth, which to a ce rta i n exten t supplemell ts Lh e work of Price [9 J on poly ( chlorot ri A uOl'oethylene), will be giv en elsewhere [10] . It win b e shown here that th e bulle crys talli zation th at tak es p la ce in thi s poly m er su b seq' uen t Lo Lron g uperheating i not 69 oJ a t hrce-clinl cn sioJ1 fL i 01' spheru liLic cllamcCer in lll c tcmperat ure ra nge studied . It is cssential lo bc,)'r til is po inl in mind while l'eading th e papl'l'. On theoretical ~rou JJd s, iL is shown to be rcasonable to s uppos e thnt the in t rill sic bulk c r.\~stalliz a ti o ll proc'ess mi gh t. ill vo llTC three-dimcJl sion al growLIt clos e lo l h e melling point , but Lhi s problem was not s t lld.i l'd expC' rinw nl a ll .I' iwcaus e of lh e extreme slownC'ss of LllC C' J'y tn lli/ml ion at s ueh LClTlperatul'es.
Experimental Procedure

Materials
The spec imens of poly (c hl o J'o trinuoroctitylrne ) th at WC1'e lIsed in this reseal'c h wer(' labo ralo ry samples of Kel-F gmcle 300 pol y mer whi ch werc kindly s upplied to u s by H. S. Kaufman of t h e Minnesota ?\fining and Manufacturing C ompa ny. The maLerial was s upplied in Lh e form of a ir-free molded s heet s app rox imate ly 2 nun t hi ck.
The Ilumbe l' av erage molecular wcig h t wa s stated Lo bc IIpp1'oximalcly 4 15,000 .
It i espccially impo rt ant to noLe thfLL iL was nC'C'('ssa ry lo select, s hcet s thaL wl'rc a,s frc e as poss ibl e o f het eroge neities.
Th e hasic cri Le ri on u scd , in Ill :tk ing th c (' Ic'd io n II as lhe abi lit y o f a rcasonable d (,;2'J'l'(' of s upl'rh('fLt in~ to y i('ld h ig hJy rC'prod lI cibl e' bulk ('J'ys tnliization isot hcrms (in a s u bsequl' ll L c ry s tallization) th a t we're C'ssctlli allyindeprllc\cll t of thC' s up(,l'hellting cond iti ons . C onfo l'mily with thi s cond ili oll. indi c;ltNI t hal ('nollgh of the hc tcJ'-ogc ll eitics had bel'n rCncll' rNi illflct iv e Lo pc rmi t t he homoge neo us 0 1' PSl' uc\ohomogellco ll s pro ce s lo make it s apprarancc. Ollly it f('IV of till' she'ets s uppl ied met the statcd r eq LI i I'cmcnts.
A sphcrulile co un t obtained undcr spccificd condilion s proYed to be a useful mcas ul'e of t he number of hctcl'ogcniLies . Th e samples used in t he bulk crys tallizalion s Ludi es co nt aincd only . 10 to 30 sp h eruli t ics pcr mm 3 after t hc spccnTIens wer e s LiP erh,eated to 30 , 5 0 C , ancl thc spheruliLes g rown anywh ere between 180 0 ancl. 192 0 C . Samples with a considerably larger numb er of pherulites did noL meet t he reproducibility req u iremen ts s t.ated above.
A further point concerning Lhe selec tion uf material is of importance. Under certain cond i lion s, poly (c hlorotrifluoroethylene) is known to possess s urfa ce nucleation th at cau ses t he sp ecimen s to e xhibit a gr a iny appearance whcn v iewed normal to t he s urface with crossed ni eol pri s ms [11] . Only t hose samples th at were s hown by secL ioning s t udies t o be suffi ciently free 0 I' t h is ph enomenon were u sed in Lite r esearc h.
Only relatively fJ'c sh sp ecimens ,.vere employed, , illce these led to l he most r eprodU Cible r es ults. In Lhe cOLlJ'se of repea t ing some of the work, it was di scovered that malerial stored over a year in air show ed a t end ency t owarcl irreproducible behavior.
S uc h aged sp ecimens often yielded low n values.
This may h ave b een the resul t of excessive surface nu cleation.
Volume Me a surements and Crystallization Isotherms
The specii? c :,"olume of .th e .specimen.s wa~ measured by wClg nmg th em ll~ slhc~n e 011,. USlllg t he same apparatus employed III earher St ucll~S on t.hlS polym er [2] . The $"en eral pro~edure used 111 m akwg t h e rW1 S was as follows. FU'st, th e polymer was susp ended on a fine w~r~ :;tnd h ea ted in a stirred air ba th to a preselected Imtial temperature, T I, for a time suffi cient to bring th e entire sp ecimen to th ermal equilibrium. This u sually took app~oxima t~l.y 10 min. The specimen was t h en plru:gecl m to a ~lhc<?ne oil b a th operating at a prede termm ed crys talhzatlOn temp erature, T 2. The sample was th en weigh ed in the oil a t times appr opriate t o th e r a te of cr ystallization, and the sp ecifi c v olume calcula ted for each reading. . The crystallization was assumed to b egm when th e sp ecimen r each ed T 2; this usually occurred 1. 5 to 3 min after it was plunged into the oil b a th. For a process with a strongly n egatiye ten~p e~ature coefficient such as the one studlCd , thIS ill troduces only a 'small error, certainly no t exceeding .1 ~lin in the zero of time. In cases where the crys talliza t lOn was quite rapid, as for T 2< 180° C , a small temp erature correction was mad e for self-heating of the sample.
The samples used in th e investigat ion gen erally weighed from 1 to 5 g.
The very small a mount (always less than 0..2 p ercent) of silicon e oil sorbe~ by th e .specimen s. ill th e course of r ep eated expenments dld no t aff ec t the rate of crystallization. The samples did not b ecome discolored and no bubbles or otlter evidence of degradation w a~ ever observed ~n frc sh sp~cim~n s .
IV e note in th e latter connectlOl1 that lden tIcal isotherms wer e obtained at a given grOlvth temperat ure even after th e sample h ad b een h eated ma ny times to T 1= 305° C for the brief p eriod indica t ed.
The isoth erms a t a given growth temperat ure arc indep endent of th e time th e sample was h eld at T 1 prior to crystallization .
The sp ecific volume v alues wer e converted dir ectly to the degr ee of crys t allini ty, x, which is d efin ed as the mass fraction of th e sample that is cr ys talliz ed , using the equation
In this expression , VI is the sp ecific volume of the pure sup ercooled liquid, Vc th e specific volume of the pure cr ystal, and 11. th e specific volume of the sample, all a t the t emp era ture of t he r~n. The sp ecific v olume of the cr ys tal at the reqUIred temp erature was calculated from th e equa tion (2) and th e sp ecific v olume of th e sup ercooled liquid was ob tain ed using (3 ) In th ese expressions V is in cm 3 g-1 and T is in ° C.
Equations (2) and (3) were derived using a rigorous analysis of V-T data [2J. W i th the experimen tal error in Vs considered , the crystallinity scale defin ed b y eqs (1 to 3) yields X values to b etter th an 0.01 at low x, and about 0. 03 at x = O.5, in th e tem perature [ r ange wher e the cr ys tallization studies were car-, ried out. E vidence th at lends str ong support to ) the crystallinity scale defined b y eqs (1 to 3) will ') b e br ought ou t later in this pap er . Turnbull [1 J h as shown that if a substan ce cont ains th ermally stable (and wettable) heterogen eities possessing pores or cavities on its surface, crys talline embryos can p ersist in these on an equilibrium b asis well above th e ordinary melting poin t. Such a body will ac t as a cen ter of growth as soon as th e material is sup er cooled . By sufficien t superheating, th e embry os in th e ca vities can b e melted out, thus rendering th em inactive as nuclea tion centers. O th er things b eing equal, th e embryos in th e larger cavities m elt ou t first. In cases wh ere th e caviti es are small, and wher e the h eterogen eity is strongly wetted. b y th e crystalline phase, th e er ystalline m a tter m ay p ersist hundr eds of degrees above th e usu a.l m elt ing p oin t. R eproducible isoth erms indep endent of s up erheating conditions or previous th erm al history should b e ob tained pro vided th at all, or n early all, of such embryos arc d estroyed . It is r eadily demonstra ted tha t such a condi tion can b e achieved with rela tively clean samples of p oly -(chloro trifluoro eLhylen e) .
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The effect of v arious su perll ea ting temp era Lures, T 1 , on th e isoth erms for p oly(chloro trifiuoreth ylene) obtained at T2= 196 .5° C is sh own in fLgure 1. The figure 2 . All of the e isoth erms were obtained with polymer that was superheated to 305° C prior to the cr ystallization run, and arc therefore those appropriate to homogeneous or pseudohomogeneous initiation. The data for the first part of the 170° run are somewhat unreliable owing to the rapidity of the crystallization. The bulk cr ystallization process has a strongly n egative temperature coefficient in the temperatme interval studied : the isotherms at low T2 arrive at a given (low or moderate) degree of crystallinity much sooner than those run at high T2• The existen ce of thi strongly negative temperature coefficient shows that the bulk crystalliz ation process is controll ed by one or more nucleation mechanisms in the temperature nmge under investigation.
The two distinct stages of the crystallization are apparent in figure 2 . In stage 1, the rate of crystallization at a given temperature is increasingly rapid. This stage strongly reflects the free growth rate of the cry tals, and the analysis of n will be based on this portion of the isotherms. Stage 2 appears with only a slight premonitory effect, and is characterized by an extr em ely slow and nearly linear increase in the degree of crystallinity on the logarithmic time 2 A total absence o[ surJerbcating clIccts would mean t hat the corresponding crystallization was of hom()gcncolls origin. 'rhis represellts an experimentally ideal situation not easily acbievcd. Howevcr, the observation o[ only a slight displacement at constant T 2 toward slower crystallizaiion with increasing TI at relatively low degrces of superheating docs not neccssarily impl y th at such isotherms aro of practically homogeneoll s origin. 1"'bis may be seen b y t ho following argument. Suppose the crack-size distribution in t he heterogcneities is gaussian, with a most probable size 't. At low degrees o[ superheating only t he very few large cmbryos will be melierl out, and the isotherms will shirt but little with increas ing TI , despite th e fact t he crystalUzaUon is heterogeneous. rrhe m aximum shift will correspond to higher T I valnes where embryos in cracks of just the size x arc melted out. At still highcr 7' 1 values, t he isotherms will converge again as s hown in fi gure 1 as the last o[ t he small embryos is dcstroyed by superheatillg. T hu s, evcn if only a small cffect o[ supcrheating is round, it is important to show, as ill the present case, that t he effect o[ [lUther superheating causes convergent snilts before it ca n be stated that a homoge neous or pseudohomogeneous condition o[ crystallization has been a pproached. A divergent shift would be a certain sign that t he crystallization was mostly initiated at t = O. x is the mass fraction crystallized, and t is the time in minutcs. The value n=2 is a resnlt ol one-dimensional growth of nuclei born sporadically in time.
scale used. Stage 2 crystallization will b e discussed in more detail in section 4.
The value of n in the expression for the free growth rate, x' =Zl;n, will now b e determined by an analysis of the isotherms. The free growth rate is the rate at which the polymer would cr ystallize if the nucleation and subsequent growth of each crystalli te were indep endent of similar processes in other crystallites, a condition rno t apt to b e fLllfilled in the very early stages of the crystallization . Inter est in the free gro wth rate is occassioned by the fact that Z is a quantity that can be calculated theoretically by a consideration of the elemen tary nucleation and growth mechanisms, and by the fact that n is intimately related to the type of nucleation and the geometry of growth. The phenomenological expression [5 ,6] 
is used as a starting point in analy is to obtain n.
A derivation of eq (4) is given in appendix 9.1 to indicate the specializ ed meaning we have placed on Xw, which is defined as a retardation parameter that reflects the mean value of the apparent limiting degree of crystallinity in stage 1. As sho"l11 in appendix 9.2, it is readily deduced from eq (4) that
In this expression, t is the time as measured from the inception of the exp eriment, and X the degree of crystallinity at that time. it was set in order to insure that each isotherm was well within stage 1, and to be certain that higher terms in eq (5) were unimportant. It was found that this m ethod was more satisfactory than some of the curve-matching schemes sometimes used to estimate n , since a definite numerical value is obtained.
Values of n obtained in the manner described are given in table 1. It is evident from the results that n = 2.0 under the conditions of the experiments, which are those corresponding to homogeneous or p seudohomogeneous nucleation. (N ote that the isotherm obtained with Tl = 285° C is also consistent with n = 2. ) It is extremely doubtful that the value of n lies outside the range 1.8 to 2.2.
As indicated in the next t.o the last column in table 1, an isotherm calculated using eq (4) with n = 2 and x w= 1 fits the observed data r easonably well up to a X value in the vicinity of 0. (5) eq (5) x ., approximately degree of t ure, T , with with fitted hy eq (4) crystallin· t ure, T , X.,= 1 x w=72 with n = 2 and ity, Xm assumed assumed .
------------
-------- The isotherms show'll in figure 2 may be superposed by shifting them along the log t axis. A plot of sllch a superposition of isotherms is shown
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. Isotherms calculated with eq (4) for n= 1 and n=3 arc shown for comparison. T he symbols used to den ote t he experimen tal points for t he various isotherms l are the same as those used in figW'e 2. I in figure 3 . The points used in this plot are the same ones shown in figure 1, and these have been superposed on a phenomenological isotherm computed from eq (4) for the case n = 2, and x w= 1. The superposition is, of course, in accord with the mathematical properties of eq (4), and is equivalent to the superposition ob t ained using certain variablesl other than X [5] that measure the course of the crys-' tallization. The superposition is excellent up tol If it is assumed that t he value of 17, = 2 correspondsi to homogeneous or pseudohomogeneous nucleation, i.e., to the case where the growing particles are born at later and later dates, then it follows that th~ geometry of growth is of a one-dimensional character.1 (It is shown in appendix 9.4. that X' = Z2t2 , i.e., n = 2'1 for the case of one-dimensional growth of objects born at later and later dates. ) Any such conclusion concerning the geometry of growth rests squarel~ on the credibility of the arguments given earlie~ for the belief that strong superheating should lead to primary nuclei that are born at later and later times. At this point, therefore, it is considere~ that it is highly probable, rather than certain, tha~ the geometry of growth in this polymer is one~ dimensional. What is clearly needed in an independ~ ent proof of the geometry of growth. This wil;j be given in section 3.3. In order to facilitate thi" proof, it is necessary to indicate the conceivabl~ alternative explanations for the n = 2 isotherms, and to mention the unique character of certain othe~ n values.
An n = 2 isotherm can arise in two fundamentally distinct ways. It can be due to the one-dimensional growth of objects born at later and later dates, or to! the two-dimensional (radial) growth of disk-like objects born at the same time. (These two cases ar~ considered in appendix 9 .3 and 9.4). This statement) is subject to the provision that the growth process must be lineal, so that a given amount of material is deposited on a unit area of growing crystal face in unit time. It may safely be assumed in the ca e of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) that this holds true, at least in the first stage of the cry tallization. Nonlineal growth in the relatively early tages of a crystallization is to be anticipated only in ystem where long-range diiIu ion is required to bring the crystallizing species to the surface of the crystal. Thus, only the case of one-dimensional growth of objects born at later and later dates, and twodimensional growth of objects born at the same time need be consid ered as possible causes of the observed n = 2 isotherms. An independent proof that the geometl'y of growth is indeed one-dimensional in this polymer would therefore strongly reinforce the belief that the n = 2 isotherms are a result of objects born at later and later dates .
It is worth r emarking that a similar problem exists for an n = 3 isotherm. Such an isotherm could be interpreted as being a resul t of threedimensional growth of objects born at the same time, or two-dimensional growth of disk-like obj ects born at later and later date. Fortunately, however, n = l and n = 4 isotherms have unique interpretations, subject of course, to t he provision that the growth be lineal. Thus, an n = 4 isotherm can arise only for the three-dimensional (spherical) growth of objects born sporadically in time, and an n = 1 isotherm can ari se only for one-dimensional growth of objecL s born at the same time. 4 The latter fact , wh en used to interpret the experiments with seed erystals to be describ ed in the following section, will provide the r equired proof that the geometry of growth in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) is indeed one-dimensional. This will also r esolve any uncertainty in the suggested interpretation of the n = 2 isotherms.
Nucleation With Seed Crystals
If t he crystalli tes formed in the n = 2 crystalliztttion are actually a resul t of one-dimensional growth of nuclei born at later and later times as has been postulated, it is clear that if seeds derived from these crystals are caused to exist in a sample of polymer, and these seed n uclei used to initiate a crystallization at t= O, the resultant isotherm should conform, at least in its early stages, to eq (4) with n~l. (It is shown an appendix 9.3 that the free growth rate for such a system is x' = Zlt.)
The preparation of a sample containing the appropriate type of eed crystals is easily accomplished. First, the specimen is crystallized at a certain growth temperature, such as 188 0 0, after first superheating it to 305 0 C. The corre ponding i otherm is of the • An incidental point h ere is that n= 4 is in itself not a complete proof of bomogeneous nucleation, but only of essentially sporadic initiation. Such an e/Ject coul d arise from either homogeneous or pseudo homogeneous nucleation. in this sense. an 11= 4 isotherm is som ewbat less definite with regard to the type of Ducleation that Is implied than an 11= 1 isotherm, t he latter practically always clearl y indicating heterogeneous nucleation . (H ere we regard both foreign bodies and seed crystals as "heterogeneous" nuclei).
An n=1 Isotherm could conceivably arise for a suhstance that "crystallized" strictly by cont inuous homogeneous injection of nuclei that did not grow, but this contingency need not be serio usly cons idered in the present case, since there is ample evidence showing that the primary n uclei grow. n = 2 type. This process produces vast numbers of tiny crystallites in the specimen . The sample is then heated to a tempera ture Tl that is a little below Tm but close to the quasi-equilibrium melting point, T m', in order to melt out all but a very small fraction of the crystalli tes. 5 The equilibrium melting temp rature of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) is 22 1 0 0, and the quasi-equilibrium melting point for a ample crystallized at 188 0 0 is about 216 0 0 [12] . The remainin cr crystalli tes ar c the largest in the specimen, the malleI' one ha ing melted out, and comprise the requisite type of seed crys tals. Though numerous seed crystals are present, the specific volume of such a sample is experimentally indistinguishable from that of the pure supCl'cooled liquid at the same temperature.
The seed-crystal isotherm is obtained by dropping the temperature of the "seeded" sample to a convenient crystallization tempcratme, 1~, and making the run in the usual manner. The seed crystals are, of course, all active as "heterogeneous" nucleation centers at t= O. I otherms obtained in this way were analyzed to obtain n as was describ ed in the previous section. The results of three of the runs ar c given in The specimen in the n = l eed-crystal runs attained a given degree of crystallinity considerably faster than the amples in an n = 2 run at the same growth temperature, despite the acceleration of the crystallization resulting from the continuous injection of centers in the latter case. This is a result, of comse, of the fact that the numerous seed crys tals all start growing at t= O in the n = 1 runs. The n = 1 seed-crystal runs were carried out ~at the relatively high T2 values indicated in order to allow the rate of crystallization to be measured easily.
The r es ult n = 1 is definitely not caused by surface nucleation in these experiments. 11icroscopic observation of sectioned specimens showed that the crystallization did not originate at the surfaces; the scattering of light due to the crystals formed clearly indicated that they existed throughout the body of t h e sp ecimen. Thus the n = 1 isotherms were a r esult of a bulk crystallization effect. It is also perfectly clear from the conditions of the experiment that the result n = 1 is not caused by continuous homogeneous injection of nuclei that do not grow. 4 A superposition-ty pe plot of the n = 1 isotherms is shown in figure 4 . The isotherms shown are those mentioned in A Xw value that diminished somewha t as the degree of crystallinity increased would definitely fit the data slightly better. This point will prove to be of significance in an ensuing discussion on the nature of impingements. 
Tbe value n=l is a result of one-dimensional growtb of pre-determined nuclei (seeds) present at 1=0.
. Isotherms at High x: Stage 2 Crystallization
The objec tive of this section is to bring out certain points concerning the shape of an observed isotherm, especially at a high degree of crystallinity where the inception of stage 2 introduces strong retardations to the crystallization process. The nature of stage 2 is of special interest when considered in the light of the difficulties· en counter ed in attaining very high degrees of crystallization in linear polymers.
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Consider first the n = 2 isotherms shown in figure 2 . The retardations to the crystallization in stage 1 of these isotherms are comparatively weak, and are adequately described up to moderately high X values by the parameter x w",l in eq (4). The stage 1 portion is superposable a s shown in figure 3. The situation is entirely different after the onset of stage 2 at x~O.4 to 0.6. The crystallization becomes extremely slow, indicating the interdiction of a very strong retardation, and no fLxed values of Z2, n , and Xw with eq (4) are capable of reproducing any significant portion of the stage 2 portion of the isotherm. The stage 2 portions of the isotherms are not sup erposable by rescaling either the time or the degree of crystallini ty. Equation (4) with n = 2 and Xw= 1 leads to an isotherm which rises on past the onset of stage 2, as shown in figure 5 (upper diagram) .
It is emphasized that the value Xw'" 1 found experimentally for the n = 2 isoth erms is not particularly accurate, and is probably somewhat high. A small and otherwise negligible n = 3 component due to a remnant of heterogeneously indu ced spherulitic growth is suspected to b e present in the n = 2 runs, and this would cause Xw to assume somewhat high values. Also, slightly conical growth would lead to high Xw values. Thus, the fact that Xw is considerably greater than the pseudoequilibrium degree of crystallinity, Xm, in the n = 2 case may be partly an artificial result, and the true valu e of Xw may well 
) (dashed lines) fit s the ex perimental isotherms (s olid lines) f or the n = l and n = 2 cases.
The n=l curve sbown was obtained with T ,=218.0°, T ,= 19Go 0, and t be n=2 curve was obtained with T , =305°, T , = 100° O. X is tbe mass fraction transformed and 1 is tbe time in minutes. The symbol Xm represents tbe approximate value of the pseudoequiJibrium degree of crystallinity. be closer to Xm than is indicated by most of th e data. However , non e of th above de tracL from the fa ct that eq (4) provides a good representation of the data in tage 1 , and the facL thaL L he reLardaLion in stage 1 arc mu ch weaker th an Lho e in stage 2.
The n = 1 isoLherms also exhihi L Lyp ical stage 2 crystallizaLion. In the ca e of the n = 1 isoLh enlls, th e onset of sLage 2 is rather diffuse, but evidently becom e important at around x = O.4 to 0. 5. The general situation for th e n = 1 isotherm is depicted in figure 5 , (lower diagram) . The properties of the stage 2 part of the isotherm at high X in the n = 1 case arc very similar to those described above for th e n = 2 ca e. The value xw~0.55 that describ es the retardn,tion in stage 1 of the n = 1 isotherms is attributable principally to th e effect of impingements and entan glements (see below) .
A slow crystallization process evidently similar in character to th e stage 2 crystallization investigated her e ha previously been noted in cry tallizable polymers by Collins [13], Kovacs [14] , and others.
The experiment clearly indicate tha t th e parameter Xw in eq (4) is not general1~T to be identified with the true equilibrium degree of crystallinity. To show this, we need only consider th e n = 1 type isotherm, for whi ch th e relatively reliable value xw~0.55 obtains. It has been demonstrated that poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene ) can readily be crystallized up to x = 0.82 [2] , and. even this figure i certainly not the highest attainable. Thu s Xw i clearly less th an th e eq uilibrium degree of crystallin iLy in this case. Another point i th at in th e experi menLal n = ] isotherm shown in figure 5 (lower diagram), X is seen to continu e well past the valu e x~0.55, again demon trating th at Xw is not th e eq uilibrium degree of crystallini ty. The fac t th at Xw is roughly uniLy for L h e n=2 isotherms does not in our view imply thaL Xw is to be identified with the equilihrium degree of crysLallini ty in these cases, especially in vie'w of the uncertainty in the experimen Lal valu e of Xw for such isoth erms.
The experimental r esults suggest that th e retardation parameter Xw is not to h e generally taken as being identical to the pseudo eg uilihrium degree of crystalliniLy, Xm, though this point is difficult to establish with certainty . The most clear-cut experimental evidence is obtained from the n = 1 isotherms where th e value xw~0 .55 is established within narrow limits. Our best estim ate of Xm in this case yields Xm~ 0.45 (see table 2 ). This numerical estima te of Xm is somewha t doubtful , hu t our analysis nevertheless renders it highly likely that Xm is somewhat less than XW' The situation with the n = 2 isotherms is that X m c~n he determined quite accurately (see fig. 5 , upper diagram ), hut tha t Xw i more uncertain. N everLheless, it would appeal' that Xm is less than Xw in thi case. At the verv least the experimen tal r e lilts for the n = 1. an d n . 2 iso therms can hardly b e interpreted to mean that Xw i precisely equ al to Xm.
The experim en tal situa tion concernin g the onset of stage 2 in the n = 1 and n = 2 cases can b e summarized as follows. In the n = 2 case, th e stage 2 75 process intervenes rather ahruptly at Xm, where Xm is 0.4 to 0.6 depending on the crystalliza tion temperature, and preven ts the experimental isotherm from pur llin g its origin al "n= 2, x w"-'I " course. Howevel', Lhe Xw vahlO quoted is undoub tedly somewhat high as a 1'e ult of cer tain extraneous effects . In the n = 1 case, th e experimental isotherm essentially complete iL "n = 1, Xw~0.55" course near xm~0.45 , and th e stage 2 proces upervenes. In both cases, it is the stage 2 m echanism (and Lhe limited patience of th e investigator) that hinders the isothermal attainm ent of high d egrees of crystallini Ly.
The ahove remarks serve to how part of the experimental basis for referring to Xw as a "retardation parameter" or as the "apparent limiting degree of crystallinity in stage 1," rather th an assuming it is generally equivalen t to the pseudo equilihrium degree of crystallinity. A th eoretical ju stifLCation for this type of definition w-ill b e mentioned shortly (see also appendix 9.1). The theoretical analysi.s will bring out th e fact that Xw will depend to a certain extent on x, and that Xw may often he fairly close to Xm· '-ome possible causes of the onset of stage 2 type crystallization will now be considered. It is of i~lterest first to poin t out ce rtain appal'enLly atLractIve hypotheses that cannot explain the observed re ult .
First, the onse t of stage 2 in Lhe n=2 isotherms cannot be due to a l'lJ.pid depletion of n at surfaces on heLerogeneiLies that can act as sites for pseudohomogeneous nucleation. This is demonstrated hv the fact Lhat stage 2 of an n=2 isotherm is quite similar to that found for the n = 1 seed crystal isotherms at high X ( fig. 5 ). Inasmuch a Lhe seed crystals all lead to nuclei horn at t = O in Lhe n = 1 case, so that depletion of nuclei cann ot he the cause of the onset of stage 2 in uch an isotherm, it follows that site-exhaustion ell'ects on heterogeneitie cannot be the cause the onset of stage 2 in the n = 2 isotherms. The second hypothesis would be that the degree of crystallinity at the onset of stage 2 was the equilibrium d egr ee of crysta,llinity, but this is disproved hy the observation that Xm is always well below the maximum degree of crystallinity attained. It can thus he stated with certain ty that Xm is not to be explained in terms of the well-known equilihriuJ? statistical-thermodynamical theory of crystallizatLOn due to Flory [15] , where the limitation on the degree of crystallinity is basically a resul t of the exclusion of chain ends from the crystal. The name "pseudo eq uilibrium degree of crystallinity" is thus aptly applied to Xm.
The prohable explanation of the onset of stage 2 is found in the work of Lauritzen [16] , who has analysed theoretically the retardation s in a system of rods or disks that grow normal to the radius in terms of impingements. Lauritzen has rigorously solved the following problem r elevant to the present work. Let no nuclei be present per unit volume at t = O, and assume these to be at random positions in space. Permit these nuclei, which all have radius r, to grow at a constan t rate in a one-dimensional manner at random orientations until they impinge on another growing particle, and calculate the frac~ tion crystallized as a function of time. This calculation should correspond reasonably closely to the n = 1 seed crystal case studied experimentally in this paper.
The results of Lauritzen's calculations will be couched in terms of the behavior of Xw in eq (4) with increasing x. This will serve not only to provide a certain theoretical justification for the use of the phenomenological relation, but will also bring out more clearly the true nature of the retardations, and the limitations of eq (4).
The results of Lauritzen's calculations may be summarized as follows. The theoretical isotherm starts out in a manner quite similar to that calculated by eq (4) with a Xw value that is well below unity. This initial value of Xw is denoted XW(.) , and has a theoretical value of 0.43 . In our view, this provides a theoretical justification for the use of eq (4) at relatively low X values, with Xw being considered as a retardation parameter. As the degree of crystallinity increases, Xw tends to drop somewhat, but the retardation is still weak enough so that the crystallization may be regarded as being of an essentially superposable type. The crystallization finally comes to a virtual stop due to a massive number of impingements at a degree of crystallinity well below unity that may be identified with Xm. The value of Xw at the end of the impingement process is Xm. The value of Xm calculated on the impingement model depends on the scaling parameter nor 3 ; a large value of this parameter leads to a high Xm, and a small value leads to a low Xm. It is emphasized that these resul ts refer to n = 1 class isotherms.
The theoretical calculations clearly demonstrate that Xw in eq (4) will vary somewhat with x, and is therefore best considered as a retardation parameter in the relatively early stages of the crystallization, rather than the pseudoequilibrium degree of crystallinity, a value it approaches only toward the latter part of stage 1. The experimental values quoted for Xw in table 2 should therefore be considered as average values. The same is undoubtedly true of the Xw values for the n = 2 isotherms in table 1 . It is reasonable on theoretical grounds to expect Xw to be rather close to Xm in certain instances; this will especially tend to 1:>e the case where no? is such that Xm~Xw(I) ' The reader is referred to appendix 9.1 for further details concerning impingement theory.
The general type of behavior expected from the theoretical calculations is what is found for the experimental n = l isotherms, where xw~0.55. As mention ed in section 3.3, Xw falls slightly with increasing x. A rough estimate would be that XW(i) '" 0.65 and Xm~0.45. The value of X w (l) is higher than the theoretical value of 0.43, but this is probably mostly a result of the fact that all impingements are not effective in stopping growth as was assumed in the theory (see below).
The impingement theory for rod-like objects born at later and later dates is mathematically formidable, L __ _ 76 and has not been solved rigorously except for very low X, but there is good reason to believe that it will lead to a virtual cessation of the crystallization at moderate X values due to a massive degree of impingement. The value of Xw(l) in this type of system can, however, be estimated with some accuracy [16] .
The impingement theory described above is based on the idea that a crystal stops growing when it touches another crystal. In many situations, such as when one crystal runs into another at essentially a right angle, this seems sufficiently realistic. In the case of certain types of "grazing" collisions the assumptions used may be too stringent, with the result that the predicted values of Xw (1) and Xm would be somewhat low. Nevertheless, impingement theory provides a convincing physical explanation for the behavior of the retardation parameter Xw, and the origin of the pseudo equilibrium degree of crystallinity Xm.
It is emphasized that the impingement model treated by Lauritzen is of a general enough nature to represent approximately a number of physically conceivable situations that could cause a crystallite to stop growing, at least at a normal pace, far short of its "equilibrium" length. For example, some of the crystallites may actually stop growing onedimensionally because of chain entanglements arising from situations where the same polymer molecule becomes involved in more than one growing crystallite. Such an entanglement might be considered as an impingement. In any event, it would appear for poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) that the mean crystallite length at the onset of stage 2, i.e., at Xm, is largely determined by kinetic factors having to do with how rapidly the rate of nucleation and growth causes the crystalli tes to suffer numerous impinge~ ments. It will emerge later that the mean radius is affected by similar considerations. The role of kinetics in influencing the dimensions of the crystallites in polymers crystallized by procedures of ordinary duration cannot be overlooked.
It has been observed that the quasi-equilibrium melting point of the polymer, T'm' increases slightly as stage 2 progresses. An increase of melting point on prolonged storage has been noted for certain crystallizable polymers on a number of previous occasions, and has been employed as a basis for estimating T m [5] . The increase of T' m noted as stage 2 progresses may be ascribed to either a gradual increase in radius or length of the rods, or both. Such increases could be a result of relaxation of impingements. Both types of process would tend to establish larger crystals more consistent with true equilibrium conditions. The gradual increase of crystallinity with time in stage 2 is probably mainly the result of such effects, and in addition, there may be a gradual injection of nuclei into the amorphous interstices between the impinged crystallites.
There is an indication in figure 2 that the stage 2 process is more rapid the higher the temperature. It would thus appear that some slow diffusion mechanism was the rate-determining step in the stage 2 process.
In subsequen t sections of this paper , the primary nucleation mechanism in a bulk polym er will be treated as taking place by a la teral accretion of segmen ts b elonging t o variou polymer molecules to form a bundle-like nucleus. Thi nucleu i t hen ass umed to grow bo th radially and lengthwise at varying rates. We r efer t o such growth as "kin etic" growth, and to the r esulta nt crys talli te as a "kin etic" one. The obj ect of the discussion immediately following is to bring ou t the fact that the kin etic growth of such a primary nucleus can hardly evade encountering some chain ends, wi th the result tha t th e corr esponding kinetic crystal may contain some such obj ects, and thus b e slightly less stable and less dense than the true equilibrium one.
In the kinetic picture of the grow th of a polym er crys tal from a bundle-like primary nucleus, chain ends are certain to appear on the grO\ving (end) face of the crys tal. The probability of such an even t will depend on the molecular w eigh t. If these chain ends are large in both number and size, the on e-dimensional growth may be seriously disrupted, at leas t locally. If on the other hand, the chain ends ar c small, e.g. a -CF3 group , and their number not too gr eat, then a somewhat disordered crystal con taining some chain ends may form ini tiall y. Other thin gs being equal, such a crystal would have a sli gh tly higher free energy than one con tainin g no chain end s. I n a high molecul ar weigh t ma terial cont aining small chain end s, t he lineal growth process should no t be sel'iou ly di srup ted by the occasion al inclusion of chain ends in t he "kinetic" grow th of the crystal. It should be pointed ou t tha t the equilibrium polymer crystal will con tain very few and perhaps no such chain ends. (Flory [1 5 ] has tr eated the equilibrium case with no chain ends in the crys tal in detail. ) The point her e is that if t he "kinetic" cry tal does con tain some small chain ends-and we consider this probable in many cases-the crys tal will tend to seck its minimum free energy at a given temp erature by allowing the chain ends to diffuse to the surface or end of the polymer crys tal. This would be an exceedingly slow process that had a posi tive t empera ture coefficien t. This may be one of the mechanisms involved in tage 2. The slight increase of T' m on prolonged storage noted in stage 2 may thus be partly a result of the increased perfection of the crys tals, and a small par t of the increase of d ensity may be due to the same effect. The mechanism mentioned would lead to a reli ef of internal strain in the polymer. However, it is probable tha t t he main cause of t he incr ease if T' m on storage is the slow growth of crystallite size r esultin O' from th e r elaxation of impingemen ts and en tanglemen ts mentioned above.
The m el ting point of a sample tha t ha been crys, tallized part way int o stage 2 a t T2, wher e T2 i b elow Tm , is no t only low bu t broad as well. amples 01
thi typ e correspond closely t o the moderately crys, talline pecimens commonly encoun ter ed in practice. In such material, the broad melting curve is certainly principally a r e ul t of th e fairly wid e distribution in the size of the crystallites in the syst em . A likely source of tIllS distribution would appear to be fluctuation of th e r adius about the m ean value -, and similar iluctuations about the mean length /, that r esul t from in1pingemen t of the growing crys tallites on one ano th er . The shape of the broad melting curve observed for this type of specimen is not to be interpreted in terms of the equilibrium theory of the m elting of crys talline homopolymer s. Any attempt at the precise applica tion of such a theory should be r eserved for polymer that has progressed considerably further into stage 2, i.e., much closer to an equilibrium condition. N one of the above in any way contradicts or r efu tes the con cept that a crystalline polymer po sesses an equilibrium degree of crys tallinity or an equilibrium melting temperature, the latter being defin ed as the melting point of the larges t and most perfect unstrained crystal a ttainable [5] . However , it does illuminate some of the fac tors that impede the a ttainm ent of an equilibrium d egr ee of crys tallinity, and the measurem ent of the shape of th e equilibrium m elting curve b elow T m ' I t is of in teres t to no te wher e th e onset of stage 2 takes place with respec t to a V-Tplot for poly (chlorotrifiuoroethylen e). The approximate d emar cation line between stage 1 and stage 2 for th e n = 2 isotherms is indicated in figure 6 . The demarcation was ob tained by dra wing a straigh t line throu gh the main part of stage 1 and stage 2 portions of each i oth erm plotted as II versus log t, and noting the point of intersection. On a degr ee of crystallinity calc, such an in tersec tion corresponds t o Xm. The V-l' data for the pure sup er cooled liquid, glassy, liquid, and crystalline sLates shown in the diagram arc those ob tained in a previou s study [2] .
Two interesting points ar c eviden t in figure 6 . First, stage 1 accounts fo r a larger amoun t of the volume change (and percentage cry tallization) near Tm than i t does at somewhat lower temper a tures.
(This m eans that Xm tends to increase with incr easing T2, as may b e seen in table 1 and figure 2). The second point involves the nature of " quen ch ed" samples. A specific volume curve for a " qu en ched" sample "",,2 mm thick taken from earlier work [2] is denoted in th e diagram by the line ***. This is seen to b e simpl y a con tinuation of the junction between stage 1 and stage 2. Such a " qu enched" specimen is one th at h as traversed mos t of stage 1, but little if any of stage 2, thereby achieving th e appropriate pseudo equilibr ium degree of crystallini ty while i t was b eing rapidly cooled. H ence, th e extrem e sluggishness of th e stage 2 mechanism , t ogether with its rather abrupt onset, accounts for the strong similari ty in the specific volume da ta a t room temperature obtained for " quenched " sh eets of this polymer even though they ranged from 1 t o 3 mm thick and wer e subjected to quen ching procedures of varying efficiency [2, 17] . Extremely rapid quenching, su ch as is possible with very thin sheets, can cause the material to become practically completely amorphous (see section 6.4).
Stage 2 isotherms similar to the ones shown in
. . . .
.5t
w' The line~indicates the specific volume obtained fora "quenched" specimen ~2 mm thick. Extremely rapid quenching of suffi ciently thin films yields material with a specific volume t hat is much closer to the supercooled liquid or glassy state Cmve. figure 2 can be obtained for poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) by first quenching specimens ",2 mm thick from 305° to 0° C, reheating to the appropriate T2 value, and then making the run in the usual way. The quenching step carries the polymer through stage l.
The stage 2 mechanism should not be confused with the slow and small decrease of specific volume at constant temperature that can take place in completely amorphous materials in th e immediate vicinity of the glass transformation temperature, T g , even if a similar " logarithmic" law is followed in the two cases. The small decrease of specifi c volume with time in amorphous ma terials near the nominal value of T g is basically a result of the fact that T g, as ordinarily dealt with, depends on the rate of measurement. Such isothermal volume changes are not found in the supercooled liquid state of completely amorpho us systems if the temperature is much above or below T g. The stage 2 mechanism in poly (chloro trifiuoroethylene) is principally due to an increase in the degree of crystallin ity, and not to some "compacting" of the segments that takes place with the passage of time solely in th e supercooled liquid state. This is shown by two facts: (a) the volume change in stage 2 is much too large to b e reasonably accounted for by a change in the supercooled liquid state (in some cases the stage 2 process carries th e crystallization from x~0.4 to x~0 . 80 ) and (b ) the volume change in question takes place at temperatures far above T g = 52° C.
Another point of interest in this and other connections is that To is essentially invariant with X between x~0.4 and x~0.8 [2] , showing that the structure of much of the sup ercooled liquid state does not undergo any serious change as stage 2 progresses. This indicates that any diffuseness in I the degree of crystallinity scale resulting from ch anges in the supercooled liquid state with increas-I ing crystallization must be rather small if not 1 negligible. The nature of the amorphous material between the crystallites at low X values may be sligh tly different than it is at x~O.4, where some of t h e molecules are in a strained state. Thus, To may be somewhat lower than 52° C in the range O< x< O.4 However, the dcnsity difference between amorphous material in the two ranges of X mentioned can hardly be very great, as is evidenced by the fact that the specific volume of the pure glass or supercooled liquid obtained by analysis of two "impinged" semicrystalline samples where x = 0.39 and x = 0.82 [2] was not only reasonable, but also fully in consonance with the specific volumes obtained on extremely thin films that had been strongly quenched to a practically amorphous condition. This provides strong ~v~dence for the approximate validi ty of the crystallImty scale over the entire range of use. In any event, most of the essential results quoted in this paper arc relatively insensitive to the absolute l;rystallinity scale, and even those that do depend on it, such as Xm, are almost certainly not suhstantially in error.
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5. Theory
Homogeneous Nucleation Rate
Using the Eyring theory of absolute reaction rates [18] , Turnbull and Fisher [19] have shown that the steady-state rate of homogeneous or primary nucleation I , in a condensed system may b e expressed in the form I NkT -IlF;/kT -1l1>' / kT =--r;:-e e P , (6) where .6.F: is the fre e energy of activation for transport of molecules a short distance to the surface of the embryo or nucleus, .6.(p; the free energy of formation of a nucleus of critical size, k is Boltzmann's constant, N is Avogadro's number, and T the absolute temperature. The quantity J = (k T/h)exp (-.6..F~/kT) may be regarded as the jump rate of the elementary transport process at the supercooledliquid-nucleus interface. The free energy of activation describing this jump rate may b e divided into its entropy and enthalpy of activation parts in the usual way giving
The objective of this section is to calculate .6.cf>; for a linear homopolymer in an appropriate manner, and to indicate certain restrictions that may apply to this quantity. Two types of nuclei relevant to th e problem of homogeneous nucleation in lineal' homo~ polymers will b e considered in de tail. The firs t of these deals with a cylindrical nucleu of radiu l ' and length t, where there is no r e tl'iction on either l' or I. The theory given for thi model will prove to apply given in somewhat more detail than is customary in order to clearly bring out the nature of the approximations used. In particular, consideration is given to the possible effect of edges, and to the relative importance of the two surface free energies encountered.
Region A: no restriction on length or radius oj nucleus
VI e choose as our model for the calcula tion of t.cp; a cylindrical nucleus of length land radius r, where the polymer molecules are assumed to be normal to the radius (see figure 7a and 7b). The chain molecules are assumed to be normal to the radiu because this is the most reasonable manner for a bundle-like nucleus to form spontaneously from an array of linear molecules. In constructing the nucleu s in this man-Ĩ : ner for a bulk phase, we follow the general ideas used by previous workers [5, 6] . We have deliberately not proposed a nucleus involving folding of a single chain back on itself forming a loop , since the formation of such a nucleu i in our estimate very likely energetically less favored for a bulk phase than the type proposed; nuclei involving folding of chains would seem more appropriate for the case of extremely dilute solution where only segments of a single polymer chain are apt to be involved in th e primary nucleation event. An analysis of the properties of nuclei that start with chain folding will be given in a subseq uent publication. Oertain energy quantities are needed to describe the work required to form a cylindrical nucleus. The surface free energy on the lateral surface of the nucleus is 0'" and the surface free energy on the end is denoted O'e. 6 The quantity t.j is defined as the bulk free energy of fusion of crystal per unit volume. (O's and O'e are in erg em-2 , and t.j is in erg em-a) . Further, we define a quantity e as the circumferential residual edge free energy, expressed in erg cm-I . Although e will prove not to playa significant role in the particular data to be analysed, circumstances may conceivably arise where the effect of e will become noticeable. The consideration of effects arising from the edge phase is theoretically justified, since in a system consisting of an aggregate of linear chains, it is simply not possible to constru ct a nucleus of the required type that contains no edge, or a contour that acts like an edge. Note especially that e, as defined here, is not the work required to build 1 cm of edge phase, 6'; bu t i instead a residual quantity that d epends on certain differences that would r eflect any unusually large values of t' (or li113).6
The r esidual edge free energy is thus introduced in a manner that does not complicate the customary definitions of either O' s or 0'" and which permits it to be ignored under many circumstances.
For the above model, the free energy of formation of the nucleus from the supercooled mother phase is
The free energy of activation at the saddle point in the free energy surface described by eq ( ) is obtained by setting the partial derivatives (ot.cpp/br)1 and (ot.CPp!O/)T equal to zero. In this manner there is obtained W', and W, are both large, and W, is small. so that E will be a very sm all residual.
A definition of the edge free energy rff (as opposed to tbe residual edge free energy E) involving only lV., could be given. but its use would have required a re·definition of the lateral surface area, as well as other complications, aud we bave choscn not to use it.
for the critical radius, and
for th e critical length of the primary nucleus. Inselting eq (9) and (10) 
IlF
The value of D.j in a system with a glass transition has b een shown [7] to b e accurately described by th e r elation (12) wher e T m is th e equilibrium m elting temperature, D.h r th e hea t of fusion at T m in erg cm-3 , and D.T the number of degrees the m aterial is super cooled , T m-T . The usual expression employed in this conn ection lacks th at extr a fac tor T / T m, which arises from a detailed con sideration of the fact that the heat of crystallization must drop b elow the value D.h r as the degree of super cooling is incr eased. Combination of eq (12) with eq (11 ) yields the r esul t
The question now arises con cerning the r elative importance of the terms €D.j /<Ts and <Te in eq (1 3) . T his pr oblem can readily b e r esolved by noting tha t No ting that D.h r is about 10 9 erg cm-3 for man y polym ers, and taking d= 5 X I0 -8 cm and 0'.= 10 erg cm-2 , both r eason able v alues, it is r eadily determined tha t th e term dD.j/<Ts comes to approximately D.T/ I00 , which will be n egligible compared to unity if D.T is small. Thus, the term containing € in eq (1 3) will b e unimport an t near the m elting point, but could have an effect a t a moderate degree of super cooling. However , as will b e demonstrated shortly, it is probable that even for moderate supercooling a restriction on I will have already entered, causing D.</>~ to take on an entirely different form. Thus, in th e temper a ture range where l' and I may b e regarded as uurestricted , the expression (15) gives th e free energy of the activa tcd state of the primary nucleus to an accep table approxima tion. This r esul t differs sligh tly from that usually given for th e same case [6] , becausc we h ave herc used eq (12 ) for Ilj, rather than the less precisc expression D.j~D.hrD.T/ Tm.
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Equation (15 ) 
At this point it is convenien t to commen t on the anticipated magnitude and behavior of <Ts and <Te' The lateral surface free energy, <T8 , should be distinctly larger than <Te for a model wher e the polym er chains are perpendicular to the radius of th e nucleu s as indicated in figure 7a . The external environmen t of the chains on the la teral surface will be that of segments of oth er molecules in a disorder ed supercooled liquid phase, while the in ternal en vironment will be similar to th at of a nonpolymeric molecular crystal possessing a relatively high degree of order. Thus, it is to b e anticipated that <Ts will have a relatively n ormal value, corresponding roughly to that of a nonpol ym eric molecul ar crystal of t he same chemical type. R easonable valucs of (Js would thus ordinarily lie in th e range 5 to 50 erg cm-2 • On the other hand, as the environmen t of th e segmen ts is traccd alon g t he I direction from t he crys tal propel' out through the end, only a r elatively small decrease in order will b e no ticed . The result is t hat we must commonly an ticipate the condition <Ts> > <Te. Howevcr , it is physically impossible for <Te to b e iden tical to zero , since this would imply that ther e was no diffcrence in free energy between th e end of the nucleus and th e chains adj acent to it . A molecular theory of <Te would very likely have to take into account chain stiffness. Another point concerning the surface fr ee en ergies is that thcy m ay actually be sligh tly temperature d ependent. 1£ th e . cryst allinc sta te tends to becomc disorder ed with rising temperaturc, a sligh t concommi tan t decrease of <T is to be expected, bu t an analysis carried out in the customary way assuminf!: that <T is con stant should still be qui te accurate. The intervention of a firstorder crystal-crystal phase transition b elow Tm, would, of course, demand special treatment.
The r ate of homogeneous nucleation, that applies I in region A, where there is no r estriction on l' or I , may be obtain ed by substituting eq (15 ) into eq (7). Thus,
I
NkT The calculation of D.ct>; for t he case wher e there is a physical restriction on the length of the nucleus, so that it is a constant, will now be considered. Before proceeding, it will be indicated why con ideration of such a mod el is deemed nece arv for a linear polymer. 'The cl'iticallength of the nucleus with variable rand t i , t o the approx imation indicated above, given by 4(J",/t::..f. As a res ult, t * will decr ease approximately as l /t::..T as the cry tallization temperature is lowered. Now the smallest conceivable length that could be incorporated into a nucleus in an elementary process would be ca. 2.5 X I0-8 cm, which corresponds C /"" I to the C C repeat distance in the zig-zag polymer chain. Alternatively, the unit of crystallization may be larger, and contain a number of such units. Either way, a certain irreducible nucleus length, 10, is certain to exist. At a temperature Te, corresponding to a degree of supercooling t::..Te, t*will have fall en to a value of 10. It is found using eq (10) and (12) that 'T 4(J"eTm
to a sufficient approximation. At greater degrees of supercooling, eq (15) will no longer be valid, and a revised theory that takes into account the fix ed length, 10, must be used. (20) If (J"e is as small as anticipated,lot::..j will generally considerably exceed 2(J"" especially at the degree of supercooling that corresponds to crystallization temperatures below Te. (The minimum value of Iot::..j in region B, which is just at Te, is 4(J",) . Thus, at temperatures ranging from a little below Te to considerably lower temperatures, eq (2 0) may be approximated as t::..rp; r-J7r/oCJ//t::..j, which, on combination with eq (12 ) [20] , who arbitrarily assumed that O"e was zero.
H hould be remarked that eq (21) in no way implie that O"e is actually zero, but only that it is small compared to fo t::..j. There is no fundamental objection from either a theoretical or experimental tandpoint to the proposition that O"e may be considerably less than either o"s or /o t::..j. 8 The rate. of homog neous nucleation in r egion B is given by I B = NkT eM;/R e-tlII; /RT e-".T m2(rfT.2/flh/l'tlTkT (22) hMVI where I is again expressed in nuclei sec-1 cm-3 • H ere ]111 is the molecular weight of a segmen t of length 10. An estimate of Tee will be given subsequently.
From an exp erim.ental standpoin t, the importan t di.ITer ence between eqs (16) and (22) is that when the length is unrestricted , the nucleation term is of the form exp[-a/ T 3 t::.. T 2 ] , whereas it is of the form e}.. 1l[-(3jT 2 t::..T ] when Lhe length of the nucleus is /0. This differ en ce can lead to an e}.. ll erimental decision between eqs (16) and (22 ) . In these expressions the con tan ts ar c a= S7rO"s2 CJeTm4/t::..h/k and {3 = 7r/oO"s2 Tm2/t::..h/k. Region 0: length restricted to 10, 
and radius Te tricted to molecular dimensions
In r egion B it will b e observed that the radius dim.ini hes with lowering temperature as O"slt ::. .j, or approxima tely as l /t::..T. Eventually, then, 1'* will shrink to molecular dimensions, just as /* did at Te• We have (somewhat arbitrarily) chosen a nucleus that contains seven polymer chain , i.e., one with six "surface" segments ancl one "in terior" segment, as the smallest that may reasonably be treated as belonging to r egion B. If the radius of such a nucleus i denoted To, it is r eadily found that the degree of supercooling corresponding to the lower limit of region B , t::..Tee, is given to a fair approximation by t::..T ~ O"sTm.
ee-:J.h/To (23) Thus, the calculations given previously for region B apply between the temperatures Te and Tee, corresponding to degrees of supercooling of t::..Te and , Tbe view bas been expressed t hat primary polymer nuclci will always h ave a free energy of fornlation of 87r T m2'Y2Ye/f).h u2LlT2 (analogous to our 87ru. 2u ,/l:l.J2 witb t be approximate form tlf~tlkftl T/ Tm), and this has led to t he assertiolt that a primary polymer nucleus witb fi xed length is of an oxtre mely arbitrary char· aeter. The origin of this view appears to be tho belief th at ox presslOns of the form of eq (21) can be derived only on tbe basis ... :=0. A val ue ... :=0 wo uld tend to imply that t he parameter 'Y.=RTlnD in Flory's theory [15, 2lJ was identical to zero, and this is generally conceded to be impossible. One of t he physical reasons for believing "18>0 is very si milar to the argument we have given for ... > 0. In any event, t he derivation of eq (2 l), which involves a nu cleus of fixed length, in no way implies t hat (T . is zero, b ut only t hat it is small compared to ATce, respectively. At temperatures below Tee, region C-type nucleation will prevail.
A rough estimate of ATee may be obtained by setting T m= 500° K, <Ts=10 erg cm-2 , Ahr= 109 erg cm-3 , and 1'0 = 7.5 X 10-8 cm, the latter corresponding to a polymer crystal with seven segments, each 5 A in diameter. In this case, ATe e~67° C. The estimates of T e and Tee given imply that type B homogeneous nucleation should frequently appear in the temperature range commonly accessible to crystallization studies in polymers.
We turn now to a qualitative discussion of the nature of homogeneous nucleation in region C. It is necessary to emphasize the fact that unlike /0, To is not to be considered as an "irreducible" value. The quantity TO simply denotes the approximate radius of the nucleus of critical size at the onset of region C. Actually, an important characteristic of region C-type nucleation is that as the temperature is lowered further and further below T ee, nuclei with radii smaller than TO will tend to form. Eventually, critical-sized nuclei that contain five, four, or even three segments of length /0 must be expected. It will be noticed that the smaller of the region C-type nuclei cannot possibly contain a central molecule, and may therefore be regarded, at least in a certain sense, as partaking mainly of the nature of surface states. The " radius" of such small nuclei is, of course, ill-defmed.
An important characteristic of region C is that the rate of nucleation in this region, Ie, will be more rapid than would be expected from an extrapolation from region B. The excess primary nucleation rate in region C is a result of small embryos present in the liquid state that are converted to small nuclei when the liquid is cooled near or below T ee. This effect will lead to an enhanced crystallization rate in region C, and deserves brief discussion. At any temperature Tl in the liquid state, the free energy of formation of an embryo always increases as its size increases, in contrast to the case of embryos in a supercooled liquid where the free energy of formation goes through a maximum so that the embryos can become nuclei, and finally stabl e crystallites. Nevertheless, numerous small embryos (triads, tetrads, etc.) will exist in the superheated liquid above Tm , and the population of such nuclei can be estimated by straightforward methods. (In the expressions for Arj>, AT simply changes sign above T m.) N ow when a specimen is rapidly cooled from a superheating temperature Tl to a temperature 1'2 in the supercooled state, these small embryos will persist. Those that are already the size of nuclei stable at T 2 will in fact represent a source of growth centers at t= O, and those that are subcritical in size will provide a ready source of critical-sized nuclei after some growth. The effect of the presence of such embryos will be negligible in region B since the nuclei necessary here arc sensibly larger than t he embryos carried down from T1• N ear and below T ee, however, our calculations indicate that the effect of such embryos will considerably enhance 82 the rate of nucleation. The injection of these embryos will lead to rapid crystallization in the upp er part of region C . This ph enomenon is aptly described as a "nucleative collapse" of the sup ercooled liquid state. The authors express the opinion that this phenomenon may sometimes be the underlying cause of the difficulty commonly encountered in preparing amorphous samples of certain crystallizaable polymers by anything but the most rapid quenching. At temperatures sufficiently far below T ee, the rate of nucleation will have a positive temperature coefficient, since here the principal deterrent to the growth of th e small embryos will b e the jump rate at the sup ercooled-liquid-nucleus interface. The transition b etween region Band C will almost certainly not be completely abrupt.
Finally, it is pointed out that the heat of crystallization, All" in region C will be considerably small er than it is near the melting point as a result of the fact that this quantity must fall below Ahr in a glassforming system [7] .
A schematic diagram showing the general type of behavior exhibited by the radius and length of the critical-sized primary nucleus in regions A, Band C is shown in figure 8 . The dashed lines on the /* curve in region A indicate the temperature range where effects due to the discrete character of the crystallizing segments of length 10 may be expected. The dashed line in region A on the r* curve denotes the range where the transition from r* = <Ts/Aj to T* = 2<Ts/Af is not actually smooth as a result of the "quantized" nature of lin the same region. Details of this part of region A have not been given in this paper. The dashed line in the r* curve in region C is intended to denote the "radius" of the various types of nuclei that will form in that region. The fundamental reason T ee is well below T e is that <T. is considerably greater than <T., with the result that /* reaches molecular dimensions prior to 1'*.
In the case where <T. is larger than we had previously envisioned, and takes on a value where <T. is close to l o<Ts/2ro, region B would be entirely absent. Then the system would exhibit typ e A primary nucleation down to a transition temperature where the type C initiation would prevail . While such an effect is certainly theoretically possible, it is believed that <T. will rarely be so large as to completely eliminate region B.
Jump Rate at Supercooled-Liquid-Nucleus Interface
Before proceeding to calculate G(T) and Z 2( T ) , comment on the validity in the present application of the jump rate at the liquid-nucleus interface, J = (kT/h) exp (AS;/k -M-I;/kT), that appears in eq (6) and (7), seems appropriate. In the theoretical development of Turnbull and Fisher, it was explicitly pointed out that this jump rate referred to shortrange diffusion of atoms or molecules over a distance on the order of magnitude of a few Angstrom units. It will be noted that the form of the jump rate .fd"\ /'
Schematic diagram of radius and length of primaTY nucleus in activated state as function of tem peratuTe.
Sec tcxt for dctails.
employed by Turnbull and Fisher is the same as that commonly written for the diffusion of an atom or molecule from one site to another in a crystal. In adopting t hi form of J in the present application, it is thus implicity assumed t hat t he jump r ate of polymer segments at the interface i of a crystal-like character. Although little i actually Imown of the elementary interfacial transport process for either ordinary or polymeric crystals, this appcars to b e a reasonable approach . If the crystal-like approach is correct for a polymer , it is to be expected , at least over a short temper ature range, that t.S~ and 6.H; will behave as if they arc indep endent of temperature.
It is of interes t to indicate in the case of a polymer what t he approximate form of the jump rate would b e if the viscosity of the supercooled liquid phase controlled the interfacial transport process. According to the simplified but useful approach mentioned by Fox, Gratch, and Loeshak [22] , the segm ental jump rate in a supercooled linear polymer may b e r epresented as J I= JO P ,PE, where J o is a frequency factor, P, the probability that a segment has sufficient fr ee volume to jump, and PE the probability that the segment has sufficient energy to jump. If we use the fractional free volume as defined by Doolittle [23] , we may write P, = exp [-VO / (V 1-V o) ], where V o is the sp ecific volume of the glassy state at 0° K} , trictl y speaking, the v:, used by Dooli ttle is callcd the " occupied volume", and is defined as the limiting vol ume to which a real liq uid will contract if it were t o continue to behave as a nona5sociated liq uid without change of phase all t be way to 0 0 K .
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and VI the specific volume of t he sup ercooled liq uid or glassy state. P E m ay be writtcn in the customary form exp[ -E*/RT] wher e E* is a h eat of activation [22] . 
+ T -T g)] exp[ -E*/RT]
. E* is a specific property of a given polym er , bu t the main term, P" contains constants that apply generally to glass-formin g systems. 10 The important poin t h ere is that the supercooled liquid jump rate is extremely temperature dependent, and becom es very small near and below T g. This is illustrated by th e fact t hat t h e overall apparent activation energy of the jump rate calculated as E *apl!=. RolnJdo (J /T ) is 4.12X 10 3 T 2/(51.6 + T -T g)2+ E* , a quantity that becom es markedly gr eater a T diminishes. This is in shu,l'p con trast to t he b ehavior anticip ated for the crystal-like mod el, wbich treats 6.II~ as a constant. If data indicated t hat J I should be used in eq (6) and (7) instead of J , t he implication wou ld b e that the segm ental jump rate in t he liq uid played an important role in determining the effective jump rate at t be interface. It is empha ized t hat the expression given for J l is highly approximate.
Th e particular form of t he jump rate used in eq (6) and (7) is actually fairly unimportant in th e r egion where th e temperature coeHicient of the rate of crystallization is strongly negative, i.e., where th e effect of a nucleation teTm such as exp (-(3/ T 2 t.T) or exp ( -c4T 3 t.T2) is dominant. At some lower temperature, t h e jump r ate term finally overwhelms th e nucleation term, and cau ses the temperature coefftcient of the rate of nucleation to swin g trongly positive. It is in t his low-temperature r egion that t he jump rate essentially controls th e rate of crys tallization, and where it would b e important to know its precise form. For the present, it is assumed that the expression based on t h e crystal-like model of the interface, J = (kT/h)exp (6.S~/k -Ml~/kT), is adequate in the temperature interval wher e the temperature coefficient of t h e crystallization is negative.
Lineal Growth Rate
The original conception of two-dimensional surface nucleat ion is due to J . Willard Gibbs. Problems in t his category were treated in som e detail by Volmer [25] , who specifically po tulated that crystal growth in low molecular weight materials was a result of surface nucleation. The rate at which the crystallites grow along the / direction in the present case will be treated from this standpoint, and ample evidence given subsequently to substantiate this approach. For the sake of clarity, greek symbols are used to denote the radius and length of the growth nucleus.
The critical-sized primary nucleus discussed in previous sections is subject to two types of growth: radial, and that which takes place along the 1 direction. It is clear from the seed crystal experiments with n= 1 that the growth process is onedimensional, and must therefore refer to that which takes place in the 1 direction. If the major part of the crystallinity had been introduced into the system by radial growth of disk-like objects, then a "seed crystal" experiment would have yielded n = 2 rather than n = 1. Two other facts are now introduced. The first is that the free energy surface is such that an increase of I, no matter how great, will not lead to an increase of stability of a primary nucleus if it has a radius of r*. Thus we know that the actual growth center formed from the primary nucleus of critical size has a radius ' that must be larger than r*. A more detailed theoretical analysis indicates that r must be at least several times larger than r*. The second fact is that X-ray results, to be introduced later, suggest that r is probably within a factor of two of a hundred A. The conclusion that may be drawn from the above i;; as follows. Once the critical size of the primary nucleus is attained, radial growth up to a mean radius r, where r is considE'rably greater than r*, takes place in a time that is extremely short compared to the generation time T of the critical-sized primary nucleus. 'rhus, the actual homogeneously formed nucleation center that is effective in the system has a radius -, and a length 1* or /0, the latter depending on whether the primary nucleation takes place in region A or B. The cessation of the rapid radial growth (which is almost certainly nucleation controlled) may be regarded as being a result of edgewise impingements or volume strain. Calculations from impingement theory [16) render it highly likely that edgewise impingements of thin disks will be relatively effective even at a very low degree of transformation; only an insignificant amount of crystallization will result from the edgewise growth of sufficiently thin disks. It is emphasized that the rate-determining step in the formation of the actual nucleation center of radius r is the formation of the critical-sized nucleus of radius r*. The n = 2 isotherms are a result of the formation of growth centers of radius r and length 1* or 10 at uniformly later and later dates, and the subsequent onedimensional growth at a rate G in the 1 direction.
As indicated above, the rapid growth of the primary nucleus in the radial direction, Gr = dr/dt, is almost certainly nucl eation controlled. Its rapidity suggests that the secondary radial growth nucleus is comparatively easy to form in the temperature range 84 of interest here. At sufficiently high temperatures, Gr could become slow enough to fall in the measurable range. No more need be said of Gr for the present, since it does not directly lead to detectable amounts of crystallization in the particular case that we will consider.
Consideration will now be given to a simple model that describes G= dl/dt, the rate of growth in the / direction . It is assumed that a secondary or growth nucleus of radius p and a fixed length Ao forms on the end of the crystallite as shown in figure 7(c) , and that this is the rate-determining step in the lineal growth rate. As soon as the growth nucleus is formed, the layer of length Ao is quickly completed by radial growth on the face of the crystallite. The lineal growth process then continues through the formation of a new growth nucleus. The fix:ed length Ao is, of course, numerically identical to the to used in the discussion of homogeneous nucleation, but this identity will not be employed for the time being.
The free energy of formation of the growth nucleus I S t:..¢u = 21f'pAoCl"s-1f'p2Aot:..j. (24) Observe that no term involving the free energy of formation of the end of the growth nucleus is included in eq (24) . This results from the fact that the total area of end for the entire crystallite is the same before as after the formation of the growth nucleus. Thus, eq (24) in no way implies that Cl ". is zero. Note further that no term in e is included. This results from the fact that the residual work involved in building the outermost convex edge of the secondary nucleus, 21f'pe, will almost exactly compensate the residual -21f'pe involved in forming the concave "edge" at the nucleus-crystallite interface. Even without such compensation, the effect of e on the result would be completely negligible. By taking the derivative of eq (24) with respect to p and setting the result equal to zero, it is found that critical radius of the growth nucleus is P* = Cl "s/t:..j, (25) and on inserting this into eq (24) , it is found that the free energy of formation of a growth nucleus of critical size comes to t:.. * 7rAoCl"/ <pg = ----z::r' (26) As before, t:..jis given by eq (12) . The rate of formation of the growth nuclei will depend on an equation of the form of eq (7), except that the pre-exponential factor is treated in a different way. Turnbull [26) has shown that the pre-exponential term is in this case AokT/h. Hence, the lineal growth rate in cm sec-1 is given by (27) where t:..S; and t:..H"; are the entropy and enthalpy of activation, respectively, of the elementary shortrange transport process at the growth-nucleuscrystal interface. The factor of 2 i~l the preexponential was in erted on the as umptIOn t hat each crystallite can grow alon g both the +1 and -/ direc tions. The growth nuclei will. not show eifccts in the vicinity of the A----' )B LranSILlOl1 such. as o ccu~Tcd for the primary nuclcl at Te, lIlce .Ao IS. fi~ed H: both regions A and B. Hence eq (27) IS v~hd In r egIOns A and B for a polymer that has an n = 2 Isotherm l'csul.ting from sporadic initiation of cen ters that gro w 111 the 1 direction. At Tee, p * will have fall en to a valu e Po which is numerically equal to roo Thus, in r egion C: the growth nuclei will te~ld .to 1'esemb~e surface states but no growth nuclei will be carned down from ~bove Tm-Thus, the rapid crystallization rate postulated in region C is a result of unusually rap~d primary nucleation rather than unusually rapId growth.
On account of the fa ct that the growth cen ters in region A will b e generated a.t a gr.eater average distance from each other than ill r egIOn B or C, threedimensional growth of the sporadically born cenLer may develop somewhere in regio? A. (In . some cases three-dimensional growth illlght begm ill the uppe~' part of r egion B .) This. will be disc u sed in more detail in section 7. If thIS occurred, n would tend toward a value of 4, and the cxpressions for G and Z would havc to be modified. However , up to the hio-hes t temperature studied, poly( chlol'oLl'ifluoro etJlylene) exhibits an n value of 2.0, with Lhe resul t that we n ced consider only one-dimensional growth in the a:lalysis of the pr.ese?t data. D etailed evidence showmg tha t the mdigenous mode of growth at temperatures at a~ld b e~ow "'2.°5 0 C cannot be spherulitic or three-d unensIOnal WIll be gwen in section 7.
It should be recogn ized that 6.H; is not necessarily the same as 6.Ht, and a s.im~lar observation holds for 6.S; and 6. t. Also, It IS necessary to admit of the following po sibilities: (a) the crystallilm jump rate may apply to G, while that calcula ted from the free volume theory may apply to I , or vice versa' (b) t he free-volume jump rate may apply to both J and G. Never theless, the crystal-like approximation, with sui table values of 6.H* and 6.S*, hould suffice at high growth temperatm:es.
At low growth temperatures where the nucleatlOn term is no longer dominant, a deeisio~l between. the various alternatives should be pOSSIble, prOVIded that precise rate measurements are obtained over a suffICient range of temperature.
S.4. Bulk Crystallization Rate
-Th e rate constant determining the bulk free growth rate, 2 2 , is shown in app endix 9.4 for the case of nuclei born at later and later dates that grow in a one-dimensional manner to be (28) H ere 7rr2 is the area of the growing face of the crystal; lite, ii, the pecifie..Jvolume of the supercooled liquid, ----_._---and Ve the specific volume of the crystal. .T~e quantity Z 2 has the dimensions sec-2 , smce I IS 111 cm-3 sec-I, G in em sec-I, and r in cm.
The bulk crystallization rate constant takes on two di tinct forms dep ending on the type of homogeneou nucleation. In region A, where rand / are unres tricted, combination of eqs (16) , (27) , and (2 ) 
.S;/R ).
On the other hand, in region B , wh ere I 1S r es tncted to the value 10 for the homogeneously formed nucleus, (30) (R egion B ) \vher e 20 is the same as quo ted for eq (2 7). If it is remembered that 10 is numerically equal to Ao, the last term in eq (3 0) may be wr iLten in the form CA l) ( -27rT m2AoCTs2 /6.h f T6.TIc T ).
6 . Application to poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene)
.1. Preliminary Analysis of Temperature
Dependence of Z2
It will b e observed from eqs (29 ) and (3 0) that 22 will exhibit a differ ent variation with temperature depending on whether the measurements wer e taken in r egion A or region B . r.
• •
Experimen tal values of 2 2 and log 2 2 are gIven ill table 3. The values were obtained b y analysis of the isotherms shown in figure 2 using eq (4). T~e time t r equired for the sample to reach a certam degree of crystallinity X wa measured, and L;2 calculated from the relation Z2 = -t-2 In (I -x) . ThIS eA,})ression was derived using Xw= 1. In most cases x = 0.15 was used, but in others the value x = O.10 was employed. A-t such l.ow X values, Z 2 pr<?v:ed to b e independent of the chOIce of x. The preCISIOn of the Z 2 value at T22:: 180 0 C is estimated to be about 5 p ercent, and that at T z= 170 0 C is believed to be better than about 30 percent.
A plot of log Zz against l / T z t::..T and 1/T 3 t::..T2 is shown in figure 9 . The linearity of the 1jTZt::..T plot leaves no doubt that by far the b est representation of Z2 is that given by eq (3 0). This indicates that I is given by eq (22 rate is a nucleation rather than a jump rate controlled process (see below), also clearly indicates that the form of the nucleation term in the expression for G, eq (27) , is correct with respect to the exponent of t::..T.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to dispose of one possibility that presents itself. It will be noticed that if IJ'. were extremely small, eq (29) would take on the same form as eq (3 0) , and then lead to the
1/T 2 t::..T-type dependence found experimentally.
This argument for the correctness of eq (29) in the present application is invalid , because such a small IJ'. value would b e associated with a very small t::..Te value, and would in any case clearly put the experimental data in region B, i.e., in the range where eq (30) is appropriate.
The finding that eq (3 0) provides the best description of Z2 as a function of temperature is not altered by any anticipated uncertainty in T m ' The value of T m used in calculating t::..Twas 221 0 C = 494.2° K . The highest melting point actually observed for a sample of this polymer was T' m= 218.0° C. This result was obtained on a sample that had been crystallized a long time and to a high degree of crystallinity at a temperature near the m elting point, a situation which is conducive to formation of large unstrained crystallites. The value T'm= 218.0° C 15 20 25 The Z, data shown were obtained directly from t he n=2 isotherms (see table 3 ). <l T was calculated u sing T m=22lo C.'The dasbed line for 11T 311 T' sbows the best straigbt line t bat can be fitted Cor tbis type DC plot. Tbe solid line Cor tbe 11T'1I T plo(is a least·squares straigbt line. Tbe best fit is obtained witb 1I T'<lT, sbowing tbat tbe Z, data refer to region B. j , of cour e, a lower limit for Tm. The value Tm= 22 1 ° C was obtained by a simple extrapolation procedure [12] , and is almost certainly correct to within ±3° CY Even doubling this error does not alter the conclusion that eq (30) rather than eq (29) provides by far the best r epresentation of Z2( T ).
The basic r easons that a positive decision can be reached between eqs (29) and (3 0) in this case are that the Z2 data are r easonably precise, and that the relative error in!:.T is small owing to the high degree of supercooling used. Even if Tm is accurately known, it would be difficult to differentiate between t he !:.T-I and !:.T-2 type bulk crystallization laws in the A-i>B transition region.
Detailed Analysis of I, G, and Z2
Equation (3 0) will be used for th e detailed analysis of Z2' In order to obtain the best value of (to+ Ao)a}, an estimate of Mlt + tJ.I-li must be made. It b as b een observed in careful dielectric studies th at an activation energy of 16,000 calories mole-1 holds for th e principal relaxation time in th e crystalline pb ase of poly(chloro trifluoro ethylene) [27] . Nearly the same activation energy also appears to apply to one of the important relaxation times presen t in the supercooled liquid, suggesting a similar segmental motion in the two phases. For th e purposes of calculation it will therefore be assumed that MI'; = tJ.Ht = 16 ,000 cal mole-I, so that MI';+ tJ.H~ = 32 000 cal mole-I. With this value, and the valu e of tJ.h r = 9.lO X 10 8 erg cm -3 derived from Buech e's m easurement [28] of th e h eat of fu sion of the pure crystalline phase, which wa quoted as 10.3 cal g-t, it is calculated from eq (3 0) that 6996 log Z2=log Zo T 2.651 X 1012(to + Ao)u,2 (31)
T2tJ.T . R earranging, it is found that
According to the arguments given earlier, U s should be nearly con stant with temperature, so that (to + AO)U s 2 will likewise b e constan t. The analysis is then carried out by inserting experimental values of log Z2 into eq (32) , and determining the value of log Zo that leads to a constant value of (to + AO)Us 2 11 An eq uilibrinm melting temperature ex periment of tbe cOllventional type, where very slow heatlng was used, provided lurtbcr eVIden ce for behevmg t bat T m is within tbe range indicated.
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known constants and th e e}.rperimental data. The value of (fo+ AO)us2 is quite in ensitive to the choice of MI~+ MI-;, and the value quoted above may be considered a " be t" valu e. Th at (lo + AO) U~ i insensitive to MI~+ MI-; is illustrated by th e fact that an analysis of the slope of the log Z2 versus I/T2t:,.T plo t in figure 9 y ields (to + Ao)us 2 = 1.96 X I0-6 erg 2 cm-3 , corresponding to the assumption MI~+ tJ.H-;= O . Use of the Williams-Landel-Ferry (free volume) jump rate would lead to a somewhat high er value of (to+ AO) U/ than tbat given, but the differen ce is hardly significant from the standpoint of nucleation theory. 50,--------.---------,--------,--- The fit to the data of the theoretical curve calculated using log Zo= 16.47, (to + Ao)u/= 2.31 X I0-6 erg 2 cm-3 , and !:.l-l~+ !:.l-I i=3 2 , 000 cal mole-I in eq (3 0) is shown in figur e 11. The agreement is highly satisfactory. The predicted b end off in Z2 at low t emperatures is du e partly to the lowering of the jump rate, and partly to the diminution of Af.
The overall entropy of activation associated with the bulk crystallization m echanism , t:,.S~+ t:,.S i, may be es timated by inserting the numerical value of Z() into the theoretical e}. rpression for Z00 If we assume that the crystallizing segment consists of four monomer units, so that to = Ao= 10-7 cm and M = 4 X 1l6.5 = 466 g mole-I, and let r = l X lO-6 em , and V c= 0.473 cm 3 g-I, it is determined that !:.S~ O~------~------~-------.----- obtained from the work of Franklm, who has estImated the size of the crystallites using X-ray linewidth m easurements [29] . In carrying out ~he analysis, Franldin assumed th~t t~e line-broadenmg was entirely due to crystallIte-sIz e effects . ThIs assumption means that the_ figures quoted . are minimum values. A value of r~2 00A was obtamed for i a specimen crystallized well into stage 2; the value relevant to stage 1 is undoubtedly smaller (roughly 50A) as FranldiJ.?-'s work ~n quenched samples showed. The nomlllal value r=1 00A ~vas arbitrarily chosen for purposes of calculatIOn.
On account of the uncertainty in Ao and r, as well as the fact that log Zo depends on the choice of Ml~ + t-H~, the calculated value of t-S~+: t-~i is cer.tainly not very accurate. Nevertheless, It IS ?onsidere.d certain th at t-S~+t-Si is strongly n egatIve. Th~s result clearly suggests that for a polymer t~e a?tIvated state in the elementary short-range dIffusIOn mechanism at the interface is less random than the initial state, a not unlikely state of affairs.
. It is of interest to estimate th e value of us. ThIs requires that/o = Ao be estimated. If it is. assumed that this quantity is 10-7 em or lOA, whlCh corresponds to four mon~mer units, u~ proves to b e ~0.8 erg cm-2 • This cholCe of Io = Ao IS almost certamly within a factor of four of the correct one: the smallest con ceivable value would be 2.5A, corresponding to o the 0/ ""0 r epeat distance in the chain , while [30, 31, 32] . Thus, the above estImate of U s should be within a factor of two of the true value. Further, the value us= 10 .8 erg cm-2 is q~ite close to what one would expect for a somewhat dIsordered halocarbon crystal. Thus, Thomas :;md Stavely [33] quote u= 13.9 erg cm-2 for rotatIOnally ordered carbon tetrachloride, and u= 6.67 erg cm-2 for rotationally disordered carbon tetrachloride.
Another point concerning U s is tbat it leads to a r easonable value of a /t-H" which is the ratio of the fre e energy of formation of a certain amount of surface phase to the heat of fusion ~: >f the same amount of bulk phase [26, 33] . Takmg O"s= 10.8 erg cm-2 , and assuming that the thiclmess of the surface phase, ds, is one molecule or 5.6A [30, 31] thick, a /t-H, comes to 0. 21. The usual ~alue of this quantity for ordinary molecular crystals IS abou t 0.3 [33] . The value of a /!:::,.H, obtained. for poly (cblorotrifluoroethylene) .is somewhat hIgher than that calculated for certam other polymers [6] .
A prominent feature of the present data and analysis is that AoO"/ can be estimated directly from the n = l seed crystal runs , which ar~ a measure of G. This will provide important eViden ce for th e validity of the proposed theory of primary and secondary nucleation.
. Some of th e n = 1 seed crystal expenments were carried out on identically preconditioned samples of polymer that were heate.d to pre~i~ely the same TI value, and th en crystallIzed at different growth temperatures. Th e above mentlOn e~ pr~tre~tm~nt introduced the same number and SIze dlstnbutlOn of seed crystals into each sample. In the case of two specimens where no, th e number of seed ~r'ystals per unit volume, is the same, and where r IS the same, (33) The subscripts i andj represent two growth temp.erat ures t j and t j the times required to reach a speClfi~d degr~e of crystallinity at i and j, and Gd Gj th e ratIO of the lineal growth rate at tbe two temperatures. Equation (33) is readily Jerive~ from eq (~-lO) of appendix 9.3, and the propertws of eq (4) m the r egion of superposition.
The method of analysis is illustrated below. There is no way to obtain the absolute value of G from specific volume measurement~. alone, an~ the treatment used therefore deals WIth th e ratIO of G values. For purposes of i~lu strati~n we .will deal with the value of GdGj where ~= 196 .2 ~ndJ = 203.9 C listed in table 4. The previous history of the samples in pair I was identical, as indicated in the footnote of the table. Equation (27 ) is used for the analysis of G. D enoting th e pre-exponential in eq (27) as Go, and assuming it to be con.stant, and taking t-Hi = 16,000 cal mole-I, th ere IS obtained The experimental r esults obtained wiLh the seeded specimen leave no doubt concerning t h e fact that G has a n egative temperature coefficient between 191.5° and 205.2° C , and is therefore nuclea tion controlled in t his r egion as postulated . This r esult also certainly holds for growth t emperatures somewhat above and well b elow t his range. At least in this case, t hen, it is well establish ed that it would have been in error to assume that G was everywhere diffusion controlled, i. e., possessed a posit ive t emperature coeffi cient as for G ~ Go exp ( -EJjfRT).
The ratio 1/10 is novv determined . It will b e observed from eqs (22) and (27) figure 12 may for all practical purposes b e regarded as experimentally det ermined . The error at somewhat high er temperatures, as well as that down to 170° C is probably small. The log 1/10 versus T curve plotted in figure 12 cannot be r eproduced even for a r estricted temperature interval using eq (16) with any choice of (J.2([e' Only eq (22) , which has a 1/ T 2t::,T-ty pe dependence on temperature, can r eproduce t h e da ta .
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. Dimensions of the Nuclei a nd :Crystallites
In region B , the radius of the primary nucleus of critical size is given by r* = us/t::,j. Calculations using the previously m entioned value of 0". give r *= 12.8A at 170° C, and r *= 29A at 200° C. Thus, the activated state contains segments from about 20 polymer chains at 170° C and about 100 chains at 200° C. The critical radius of the secondary nucleus, p*, is the same as r*. Remembering that to = Ao~lOA, both the primary and secondary nuclei of critical size will always have the physical appearance of a flat cylinder, or platelet, since r* > !o and P* > AO '
The crystallites in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) have a "grown" radius in stage 2 of about 200A, as determined by X-ray studies [29] . The mean radius to which the primary nuclei rapidly expand in stage 1 before they begin to grow slowly at a rate a along the I direction is less than in stage 2. As indicated earlier, r is roughly 50A in the early stages of the crystallization, though it must again be pointed out that the estimates of r depend on the assumption that the X-ray line-broadening was solely due to crystallite size effects; the existence of disorder ill the crystal could cause the estimates of r to be too low. In any case, the primary nucleation event leads to growth centers that are platelets with radii which are nominally 50 to 100A, and with a thickness (called to in our notation) of about lOA.
The mean length to which these grow, ;, cannot bc accurately determined from the present data, since in the region of superposition,
and absolute values of a are not available. It would probably be reasonable to assume that .( was of the same order of magnitude as r, but nothing in the present treatment renders this certain. It would appear to be reasonably certain, however, that the length of most of the crystallites does not exceed 500 to 1000A, since otherwise the n=2 samples would scatter more visible light than they do. It is of some interest to note that the predicted shape of the "grown" crystallites in the bulk polymer is in a general sense roughly cylindrical (plate-, drum-, or fiberlike) with the long axes of the polymer molecules normal to the radius, and that this does not depend on special mechanisms such as chain folding . Impingement theory requires a distribution of lengths and radii for the grown crystallites. When the rate of primary nucleation in regions A :md B is considered in relation to the rate of growth, together with the nature of impingements, it is readily seen that the mean size of the "grown" crystallites will be smaller in region B than in region A. Thus, the A-o-B transition should be accompanied by a decrease in crystallite size that is detectable by X-ray methods. The temperature dependence of the "grown" radius should bear a resemblance to the r* curve in r egions A and B shown in figure 8 , except of course, that the scale of the abscissa will differ in the two cases. A similar effect would be noted at a B -o-C transition. If region B is absent, as for CT,=/oCT,/2rO, a noticeable drop in mean crystallite size would appear at the A---7C transition. The crystallites formed in region C will be extremely small.
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Region s A and C
The present theory of homogeneous nucleation and growth would be strengthened further if it could be shown that nucleation typical of regions A and C existed in poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene).
Definite evidence of an anomaly in the bulk crystallization rate below 170 0 C ascribable to region O-type nucleation has been obtained. Oooling rate studies carried out with thermocouples embedded in ~heets of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) indicated that
If they are first heated to 305 0 0 and then plunged in ice water, specimens "'-'2mm thick can be cooled through the temperature interval 170 0 to 120 0 0 in five seconds. According to the theoretical curve shown in figure 12, 2 2(8) never becomes more than about three times greater than it is at 170 0 0 at any lower temperature. If this theoretical curve were applicable at such temperatures, a simple calculation shows that it should be easy to quench samples of the polymer that are "-'2mm thick into a practically completely amorphous state using the technique indicated. On the contrary, specific volume measurements on clean samples "-'2mm thick that had been quenched in ice water from 305 0 invariably showed that they possessed x values close to 0.39. This meant that they had completely traversed stage 1 in five seconds or less somewhere between 170 0 and about 120 0 O. (It can be shown experimentally that crystallization temperatures lower than about 120 0 0 need not be considered (see below» . These results can only be explained by a log Zz value that is at least three decades higher than the theoretical one somewhere between 170 0 and 120 0 O. Our conclusion is that there must exist between 120 0 and 170 0 C a region of rapid cystallization that is not to be identified as belonging to region B. This conclusion can be shown to hold even if a value of /::,.l-l;+ /::,.l-Ii= O is used in thf> analysis of Z2' Furthermore, the value of Z2 between 120 0 and 170 0 0 estimated from the quenching experiments would appear to be too large to be reconciled even with any reasonable visual extrapolation of the ZZ (8) data actually observed between 170" and 200 0 O. It may therefore be concluded that the rapid typ e of nucleation postulated for region C exists in this polymer, and that T ee = 145 ± 25° O. The T ee value estimated from eq (23) with O"s= 10.8 erg cm-2 and ro = 8.4 X 10-8 cm, the latter corresponding to a primary nucleus with seven segments, is about 150 0 O.
In passing, it should be remarked that it is possible to obtain highly amorphous specimens by quenching sufficiently thin films . For instance, a film 0.12 mm thick gave x = 0.10 when heated to 250 0 0 and then plunged into ice water. Samples of this type begin to crystallize slowly when reheated to 100 to 120 0 0; this suggests that the rapid crystallization characteristic of region 0 must take place above 120 0 O.
Olean films 0.03 mm thick, when quenched in a similar way, should be less than 1 percent crystalline. !,he aSYI?ptoti c specific volumes obtained by quenchmg vanous tlun films have given add itional support to th e validity of the expre ions for VI and V g obtained in a previou i!lvesLigation [2] .
Another point of in LercsL h erc ha Lo do wi th t wo effects that m ay limi t aLLempL Lo ob rve the existen ce of C-Lype nucl eation in oLher polymer .
For any r eacLion LhaL ha a n egative temperaLure ~o effic.i ent, uch a the nuclea Lion or growth proces m reg LOn B , the heat liberated in the reaction will {)ften not be conducted to th e ex ternal m edium with sufficient rapidity, with the r esult that the Teaction will tend to slow down. This will cause the rate of reaction, when plotted as a function of temperature, to possess a broad plateau rather than a s?-arp peale. This effect is well-lmown in crystallizatlOn mechamsms [26] . In such a case, a considerable ]Jortion of the low-temperature part of the rate {)urve belonging to region B-as well as the transition to region C-will not b e directly observable. B e-{)au e of tbe remarkably low h eat of fusion involved .a.nd ~he c~mparatively modest rate of crystalliza~ tlOn m r eo-wn B, this obstacle did not arise in tbe {)ase of poly(cblorotrifluoroethylen e) but it is to b e .anticipate~ ~n other cases. In som~ polymer, th e A~B transltlOn may be obscured by a high rate of {)rystalliza tion.
Another circumstance that m ay cause region C to be unobservable is the following. It m ay happ en that the rate of crystallization in r egion B will have ~h'eady gon e tllTough its maximum, and thus become Immeasurably slow prior to the transition to reo-ion c. Thi.s will tend to occur for polymers where us/l1hfTo IS large.
No evidence of the existence of r eo-ion A was found, but this is almost certainly becm~se m easurements were not made ufficiently close to Tm. The present worl indicates that Te is above about 205 0 C, which implie , through eq (17 ) of an irreducible segment length 10 is demanded by t he ~lsc re te character of the links that comprise t he hnear polymer chain. R egion B commences when 1* reaches 10 , and comes to an end at a much lower temperature, Tee, where the critical radius of the nucleus, T* = rrs/l1j, falls to a value of molecular dimen ions, To. The wiele range of temperature encompassed by region B i a result of the fact that rrs j con siderabl y larger t han rre.
The rate of inj ection of the nuclei into t h e sup ercooled liquid pha e in region B i given by The homogen eous nucleus ari es spon taneously at random times and positions in the sup erco oled liquid as a result of alinem en t of segm ents of different polymer molecules. The last term in eq (36), i. e., t h e nucleation term , dominates th e tem- Th e homogeneously injecLed nucleation center grows alon g the tdirection, i.e., the platelet thicl ens. The lineal growth process by which the plaLelet t hickens is controlled by a ·secondary or growih nucleus of radius p* = rrs/l1j and length Ao. (The quantity AO is numerically equal to 10.) The lineal growth rate is given by 0=00 e-t.H;!RTe-".Tm'AO".21t.~,1't.Tkl'.
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The t.emperature dep endence of G i controlled by the nucleation t,erm in the experimentally accessible range, so that G, just like I , has a negative temperature coefficient. The lineal growth process event ually stops,. or . at least slows down markedly, a a r esult of illlpmgements at the pseudoequilibrium degree of crystallinity, Xm. The overall crystallization rate is proportionl11 to t h e area of the gro wing crystal face, the rate of injection of nuclei, and the lineal gro,vth rate. The quanLi ty Z2 in the expression x' = Z2t2, which is that appropriate Lo one-dimen , ional growt,h of obj ects born sporadically in lime, is thus proportional to 7rr2 I G. H ence (38) Z2 is directly m easurable from the n=2 isotherms so that (/0+ Ao) rr.2 can be evaluated. The nucleation exponent m G can be determined from the n= 1 seed crystal isotherms, and Aoa} also evaluated directly. This latter valu e proves to be very nearly the same 9S the Aoa} valu e calculated from the Z 2 data using /0 = Ao. Thus, the nucleation exponE'nts in eqs (36 t.o 38) are shown to be in the ratio 1: 1 :2, as required b y the theory. This provides a strong argument for the validity of the present approach.
The original n = 2 isotherm data up to x = 0.3 can b e r eproduced extremely "T eIl by inserting values of the appropriate parameters gathered together in table 5 into eq (38), calculating Z 2 as a function of temperature, and then calculating the isotherms for each temperature using the expression x = [I-exp (-Z2t2)], i.e., eq (4) with X", = 1. Furthermore, the observed temperature dependence of G can be reproduced by using the appropriate input data with eq (3 7) . 
. Bulk Crystallization and Spherulitic Growth
The principal objective of this section is to dispel any notion that the intrinsic bulk crystalliza tion process in poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) is of a spherulitic character, or in any other manner involves spherical growth, in the temperature range studied. The remarks given below concE'rning the absence of indigenous spherical growth in this polymer thus refer specifically to reglOn 0, and region B up to ""205° O. The possibility that intrinsic spherical growth may d evelop in region A will also be dealt with briefly.
It was demonstrated in section 3 that when poly-(chlorotrifluoroethylene) is crystallized subsequent to strong superheating, the bulk crystallization accurately follows an n = 2 law. This value of n is, of course, inconsistent with sph erical growth generally; the latter leads to n = 3 for objects born at t= O, and n = 4 for objects born sporadically in time. However, for low degrees of superheating, the isotherms are in fact quite closely representable by an n=31aw. An example is the Tl = 245° 0 isotherm shown in figure 1 . It must be clearly understood that the n = 3 behavior in such a case is beyond doubt connected with the presence of heterogeneities. This is shown by the facts that (a) as is evident in figure 1 , increased superheating leads to slower crystallization at a given growth temperature which must result from the destruction of embryos in fissures in the heterogeneities and (b) that as these embryos are progressively destroyed by increased superheating, the isotherms go from n = 3 asymptotically toward n = 2. The only meaning that we can attach to the above is that spherical (n = 3) growth originates only at embryos r etained on heterogeneities. The above is consistent with the idea that the n = 2 isotherm is an intrinsic property of the polymer.
Although t h e evid ence cited above is quite sufficient to completely eliminate all forms of spherical growth (including the spherulitic) as the intrinsic crystallization mechanism in poly( chlorotrifluoroethylene) , it is still of interest to prove this directly for the specific case of spherulites in order to further corroborate the point of view expressed here.
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It has been demonstrated by Price [9] that spherulites in this material must originate at heterogeneities. In successive runs, virtually all of the spherulites reappeared at the same site. Further, Price demonstrated t h at the number of spherulites present in a sample depended strongly on the degree of superh eating, the number decreasing sharply with increased superh eating. This shows conclusively that the spherulites were born specifically at embryos in fissures or pores in the heterogeneities, as Price points out. All of th e above experimental results of Price have been confirmed for the spherulites that appear in the sp ecimens used in this investigation [10] . In particular, most of t hem are born near t = O even in strongly superheated specimens. If sph erulites born near t = O were the main seat of the crystallization in the system th e bulk crystallization would follow an n = 3 law, since the radial growth rate is constant with time.
The fact that the sph erulites originate at heterogeneities, and decrease in number with increased superheating, is completely in accord with the remarks given above concerning the absence of intrinsic spherical growth gen erally. As the number of spherulites is decreased through t h e agency of increased superheating, the n values characterizing the correspondillg bulk crys tallization isotherms go from n=3 (or n = 3+ if low O"l'owth t emperatures are consider ed) down to n = 2. The value n = 2 must therefore corre pond to the case where the eIfect of spheruliLic growth is nil.
Further evidence showin g that spherulites canno t be at the root of the in Lrin ic bul k crystallizaLion in the n = 2 runs can be given. A . indicaLed in cction 2.1, the specimens for which the. reprodl~cible isoth erm were obtained actually stIll contall1ed from 10 t o 30 spherulites/mm 3 even after superheating t o 305 0 C. While the cOl'l'esponding isotherms were n = 2, which eliminates the possibility of the dominance of spherical growth generally, it was still considered of interest to compare the volume fractlOn of spherulites with the known (bulk) degree of crystallinity known to be present in such samples.
It is possible to demonstrate that the volume fraction of sph erulites in t he relatively early part of the crystallization of t be n = 2 specimens lags behind the volume fraction actually known t o be crystallized even when the spherulites are recleoned as solid objects [101Y Eve n a casual microscopi c examinaLion with polarized light shows th at t be sph eruhLes in poly(chloroix ifLuoroethylene) arc far from soll. dl~T crystallin e. Thi is especially tru e for sph erulit es that are formed at hi gh growth tempera Lures. III the latter casc, t he sph erulites arc almost tran sparent, and th e characterisLic maltese cross barely di scernible, de piLe the fact. th at the sph el'ull Le boundaries arc clearly visibie . Thus, the volume fraction of truly spherulitic rna teri al mu st lag far behind the act ual volume fraction crystallize d. On the basis of the above informaLion alone, it can be concluded that spherulites can not poss ibly be th e scat of the crys Lallization in Lhe n = 2 specimens.
Another point worth menLioning is that it is possible to prepare highly crystallin e samples (x > 0.60) of poly( chlorotrifiuoroethylene) that con tain no spherulites whatever , and arc optically clear [2J. Spherulites n ever appeal' in this polym er b~low '" 150 0 C, even thou gh the n ecess~ry heterogenmties arc present [9J. This may be attnbuted to the on~et of r egion C-ty pe homogeneous nucleation, whICh simply overwhelms the spherulitic growth. ':J'he optically clear and highly crystalline samples Just mentioned were made by first " quenching" them from 305 0 C to 0 0 C, which for samples of the thickness used amo unts to nucleation and growth up to stage 2 in region C, and then continuin g the crystallization at a higher temperature in order to take advantage of the increased velocity of stage 2 in that region (see figure 2) .
It The cry tallini ty in the n .2 specim ens .consists of vast numbers of tiny crystalhtes that are.dlspersed throu ghou t the polym er. These crystalht.es . must possess a distribuLion of sizes, but the maJonty of them arc evidently too mall (less than c?,.1000 A) and randomly oriented to be detected eaSIly WIth a polarizing microscope. The weakly translucent appearance of many of the n = 2 samples is mostly a result of stray spherulites. The intrinsic ?u llc c1~ys lal li zation in poly (chlorotrifiuoroethylene) ~n regw"!' 0 and region B up to ~205° 0 Teside in the essentwlly optically structureless bacleground. The ovcJ'~ll g:ray cast with a somewhat grainy texture Lha t IS of~en seen in samples of poly(chlol'otri£luol'oethylene) w~tb a polarizing microscope is du e to surface nucleatlOn [11 J , and should no t be confuse d wiLh the ultra-fll1 egrained bulk crys tallization which cloes not scatter visible lio'h t to a m arked extent. The ul tra-fmeoTained c~7s tallization m entioned h ere is e\Tidently ~f the arne ge ner al type that is frequently enc01!L1-tel'ed in X-ray investigations on other semICrys La1lll1e polym er s.
.
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The crysta.lli te in th e n = 1 seed~d pecro;lCns ar e larger than those in the n = 2 pecnnen , smce th e former samples have a chalky-whlte r ather than weakly translucent a ppearance. This occurs because the largest cenLer . arc selected fC!l' r egrowth for samples seeded in th e manner descnbed .
The possibility t hat in trinsic spherical ~row th may devclop in region A will . now ~e c~n Ider ed. Although it was not feasible to determme Olther n or the rate of crystallization in this region for poly-(chlorotrifluoroethylen e), the remarks below are n evertheless appropriate in view of the fact that a plausible case can be made for homo gen e~usly initiated spherulitic growth neal' th e meltmg pomt of certain polymers (see for example the work <;If McIntyre [34] , and McIntyr e and Flory [35] ) . . It IS interesting to note that Flory and M cIntyre achlCved homogeneous initiation only for filtered a:r;nples that had been superh eated prior to cr ys tallJzatLOn.
It will be observed from a comparison of eqs (16), (22 ) , and (27 ) that the ratio of the rate ~f inj e.ction to the rate of growth will be much sIJ.laller II!-r eglOn A than in r egion B. When this fa ct IS consLdered to-O"e ther with the nature of impingem en ts, it is seen that the average (grown) crystalli.t? s~ze will b.e coniderably larger i~l r egion A. than It. IS m reglO~, B.
The authors conSIder It unlikely, owmg to the effect of various possible imperfec tiOl~s, that a po~ymer crys Lal will grow to really large SIze al.ong the SImple pattern established for small crystalhte~. If somewhere in region A the homogeneou~ n~clel are formed sufficiently far apa.rt, the growth m mther the r or t direction should often develop as the result of sC!me type of imperfection a number of branch pomts prior to impingement, with the result that the growth will b ecome three-dimensional. In this event, the isotherm would go progressively from n = 2 to n = 4, the latter corresponding to threedimensional (possibly spherulitic) growth of objects born sporadically in time. No detailed consideration will b e given to the possible origin of the branching mechanism , but the following may b e mentioned: (a) Faults due to chain branching or large chain ends; (b ) spiral dislocations; (c) secondary nucleation at preferred sites or orientations; (d ) evasion of certain types of impingements; and (e) preferential primary nucleation at certain sites [34, 35J. It is conceivable that the tendency toward threedimensional growth could begin somewhere in r egion B , especially if the branches d eveloped early in the growth of a crystallite. The point h ere is that the change-over from region B to region A-typ e homogeneous nucleation will not n ecessarily be marked closely by the change of n from 2 to 4, or b y the onset of intrinsic spherulitic growth as observed by microscopic examination. This will b e particularly true if chain ends are the cause of the branching mechanism leading to three-dimensional growth, for h er e the inception of such growth will d epend on molecular weight.
Our conclusion is that intrinsic spherical (and possibly spherulitic) growth with n = 4 is neither theoretically forbidden b y the present sch eme, nor even unlikely, especially at temperatures sufficiently near Tm. Another point that cannot be emphasized too much is the probable role of impingements in determining the mode of growth of polymeric crystals.
Concluding Remarks
Now that the e}..'p erimental and theoretical discussions of I , G, and Z2 have b een given, and the role of sph erulitic or three-dimensional growth placed to its proper position for poly (chlorotrifluoroethylen e), it is convenient to take up two questions that d eserve consider ation. The first of these has to do with the extent to which it may be b elieved that an intrinsic property of the polymer was studied. The second deals with the possible application of th e theory to oth er system s.
Evidence for Homogeneous Nucleation
It was shown by a comparison of the n = 1 and n = 2 results that the primary nuclei must have been born at later and la ter dates. Such b ehavior is a characteristic of true homogeneous nucleation. It is also a characteristic of pseudohomogen eous nucleation, where growth centers may b e born at essentially later and later times, at least early in the transformation, on flat surfaces that are only slightly wettable by the crystalline phase. (Nonwettable heterogeneities are inactive as nucleation centers.) Now it is certain from the superh eating studies shown in figure 1 that some heterogeneities are present even in the b est specimens, and that they are wettable to a certain extent. Therefore, it is n ecessary to consider the possibility that the nuclei that were born later and later in time in the n = 2 runs which were obtained subsequent to strong superheating were of pseudohomogeneous rather than homogeneous origin.
Strong evidence that points directly to a preponderance of homogeneous initiation in the n = 2 runs is afforded by the fact that the nucleation e).. rponents in eqs (36 to 38) are found e)..rperimentally to b e very nearly in th e ratio 1:1 :2 . This means that the o"s value in the e).. rpressions for I , G, and Z2 must refer to the sam e quantity in all cases. If the o"s valu e in the expression for I was in fact an interft1cial free energy of the system crystal + foreign substrate, (i.e., of the form O".j(cos (J), where (J is the contact angle) it could not, in view of the proven wettability of the h eterogen eities, b e so n early the same as the o"s value found in the expression for G, the latter obviously applying to the supercooledliquid-crystallite interface. The U s values determined indep endently from the Z2 and G data are within 5 p ercent of each other. The small difference, which is in the wrong direction to b e explained by a cos (J term in the e).. "Pression for I , is ascribable to the experimental error in Gd Gj • Another point favoring homogeneous nucleation in th e n = 2 runs is that the fT , value obtained is in consonance with the observed surface fre e energies of ch emically similar but low molecular weight materials [33] where the e).. '}J erimental conditions wer e clearly those conducive solely to homogeneo us nucleation. However , this argument is b y no means conclusive when considered by itself, especially in view of the fact that fT, depends on the estimate of hQ.
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A simple calculation based on the X-ray r esults, and the fact that the crystallites do no t scatter light to any great extent, show that there must be at lea~t 10 17 of them in a cm 3 of polymer. Such a result I S easily understood in terms of the homogeneous initiation and s' econdary growth sch em e proposed in this paper : the ratio of the rate of injection to the rate of growth is such that a very fine-g rained crystallinity is exp ected at the point of massive impingement. In order to r evive the idea that the primary nucleation is actually mainly pseudohomogeneous, it would b e necessary to postulate that a population well in excess of 10 17 thermally stable and very weakly wettable foreign bodies existed in each cm 3 of polym er. These foreign bodies would have to b e very weakly wettable in order to lead to essentially sporadic initiation, and in order to explain the fact that U s was the same when calculated from Z2 and G. The spherulite-producing h eterogeneities are not only far too small in number, but are also much too wettable to b e identified with any hierarchy of foreign particles capable of leading to pseudohomogeneou s initiation of '" 10 17 crystallites p er cm 3 • While w e do not completely discount the possibility that a set of > 10 17 barely Ivettable and thermally stable centers for pseudohomogeneous nucleation may exist in each cm 3 of polym er, the existence of such a prodigious numb er of them with such sp ecial physical properties appears to us rather unlikely.
The existence of the ultra-fine-grained crystallinity seems more r eadily explained in terms of a homogeneous initiation mech anism.
An effect th at migh t b e el\ "pected in the case of pseudohomogel1rous nucleation would b e a hift of n with growth temperature. Thi would occur as a result of a decrease of wettability of the heterogeneities with falling temperature. The excellent sup erposability obtained with the n = 2 iso therms attesL to th e fact tha t n does not shift appreciably with temperature. This is also shown by the n value listed in table 1; within el\"perimental error, there is no persistent trend in the data.
When considered together, the arguments cited above provide substantial r eason for the belief that the injection of primary nuclei in the n = 2 runs was mostly a result of true homogeneous nucleation. It is emphasized that this holds only for those specim ens that wer e carefully selected so that they contained a minimum number of h eterogen eities, and which were strongly superheated prior to crystallization.
The samples of poly(chloro trifluoroethylene) commonly availa ble usually con tain 0 many h eterogeneities that even strong superheating i relatively ineffective, with the result that th e intrinsic properties of th e polymer remain hidden in bulk crys tallization studies on such material. This typ e of material is generally highly spheruliL ie when crystallized, and follows an n~3 bulk crystallization law.
.2. Application to Other Systems
It seems appropriate to mention certain ramifi cations of the presen t theory that m ay have an influence on any attempted application to other systems.
One likely deviation from the present analysis will b e caused by variations in the mode of growLh. This will h ave an effect on 11, and the analysis of th e growth rate. It is emphasized again Lhat th e value 11 = 2, which prevailed in th e case of poly(chlol'otrifluoroethylene), is intimately related to both the nature of impingements and to the relative rate of nucleation and growth. The impingements stopped the rapid radial growth of the thin disks at 1; before any serious branching took place. The relatively high rate of primary nucleation led to early edgewise impingement, and the amount of crystallization involved was negligible because of the thinness of the disks. As a consequ en ce, the observable growth process was one-dimensional. Such a set of circumstances, while possibly common, is certainly not to be expected in all crystallizable linear polymers, or even in a given polymer over an extr emely wide range of temperature.
I t has already been pointed out how intrinsic spherical growth leading to an 11= 4 bulk crystallization isotherm might develop in region A, or perhap in the upper par t of region B if the primary nuclei wer e formed s ufficiently far apart. It remains to b e m entioned how a bulk crystallization isotherm with n =3 could prevail under homogeneous nuclea-95 tion conditions. If the radial growth process described by GT were of measurable magnitude, and the thickening of the platelets along the (direction relaLively much slower, th en an 11=3 isoth erm due to radial growth of disks born sporadically in time would r esult up to th e point of impingement. Such a condiLion may be b 0st fulfilled in region A where th e primary nucleu s is rather largo, and the rate of in:iection low. L engthwise growth of the nuclei may Lend to be " poisoned " by th e advent of end-groups Lhat are 1,00 large Lo be accommoclated even in a disordered crystal. The point h er e is that n = 2, 11 = 3, or 11= 4 intrin ic hulk crystfl llization may arise depend ing on the mode of growth. In turn, th e mode of gro wth may depend on th e nature of impingements and the deLails of chain structure.
A drastic reduction in th e lengthwise growth rate may occur in polymer s that are partially atactic, and partially isotactic (or syndiotactic), and possess large side groups. The primary nuclei would Lend to form from th e isotactic portions of th e ch ain. Then, as th e 1 ngthwise growth proceeded, atactic portions would be encountered . 1£ th e lattice mismatch was bad, th e lengthwise growth would probably be greaLly slowed down. The maximum degree of crystallinity attainable would also be r educed. The latLice mismatch would be much less serious if th e side group were small. There is no evidence of a diminution of LIle growth rate in poly( ch10ro LriiluoroeLhylene) , or of an unusually low limi t on th e degree of crystallinity. It is th erefore reasonable to suppose th at th e polymer su pplied was eith er largely isotacLic or syndiotactic, or that L h e C1 ide group was not sufficien tly differen t in size from the others to prevent the formation of a (rotationally disordered ) crystal from th e atactic polymer. The former possibility seems th e most likely.
In region C, Lhe embryos transported from th e superheated state will in some cases become nuclei stable at t = O. This will cause th e n value to be lower th an it would be in the case of nuclei born sporadically in time. CrysLallization studies are sometimes m ade by r eh eating thin quench ed films to the growth temperature. It would appear likely that such specimens would contain predestined nuclei, and thus beh ave, at least in part, like those th at had been deliberately seeded. This factor renders uncertain the interpretation of some of the low-temperature rate of crystallization data in the literature.
The use of seed crystals derived from a previous crystallization carried out under conditions conducive to homogeneous nucleation is an important part of the procedure used in th e present paper . In gen eral, the seed-cryst,al isotherm should have an n value lower by unity th an the homogen eously-initiated isoth erm. The r eader is cautioned not to use foreign particles as the "seeding" agent, since th ese will frequently induce a spherulitic mode of growth in a temperature r ange where the intrinsic m echan ism may not be spherulitic.
The statement, or at any rate the implication, is sometimes found in the literature that, in careful work, the intrinsic mode of growth is always found to b e spherulitic. The present work would suggest on both theoretical and experimental grounds that no such general con cession to the primacy of intrinsic "n= 4" or spherical growth at all temperatures b e made . As noted previously, homogeneou sly induced spherulitic growth should and evidently does exist, [34, 35] . However, the present work provides what in our view is an equally cr edible demonstration of homogeneously induced one-dimensional growth leading to n = 2 bulk crystallization isotherms. The growth m echanism in this case is in fact among the simplest and most straightforward imaginable. We would also emphasize again the possibility that homogeneously induced disk-like growth leading to n = 3 isotherms may arise in certain polym ers.
In other presentations, a single expression, usually of the general form of h, is often used to describe the rate of primary nucleation in bulk polymers at all temperatures below Tm . It would be extr emely curious if I A applied at all temperatures for all polymers.
The expression for his derived on the assumption that rand / are unrestricted by any "minimum" molecular dimensions. R em emb ering that the size of the nuclei in region A depends on certain surface free en ergies and the temperature, the latter in such a way as to cause th e nuclei to rapidly diminish in size with an increase of !:::.T, and recalling that polymer chains are commonly r egarded as having a segmen tal character , it would b e surprising indeed if at some temperature a restriction from t, and later r, did not require consideration . In any event, we have shown that effects resulting to this general type of restriction en ter in the case of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene).
It would be of considerable interest to carry out precise experiments designed to reveal the A --7B and B --7C transitions. In carrying out such studies, it should be borne in mind that a rapid nucleationcontrolled growth m echanism may tend to obscure details of the primary nucleation, esp ecially in the case of two-or three-dimensional growth. Thus, for two-dimensional growth, one might have Z3ochG~ or Z3ocIBG~, where Gr»G; here it would be quite difficult to see the A --7B and B --7C transitions experimentally. As one would expect, studies on nucleation and growth mechanisms in nonpolymm'ic systems reveal no A--7B transitions, and the primary nucleation follows a !:::.T-2 law.
The foregoing covers some of the more obvious possible extensions of th e present type of analysis, and highlights a few of t he difficulties that may be encountered in any attemp ted application. Even with this, the presentation is incomplete. For instance, th e theory for a bulk homopolymer where CT. is comparable to (i s has no t been pursued, nor have th e interesting details of the A--7B and B --7C transitions been fully delineated . Nevertheless, the theory given does seem to illuminate certain aspects of the intrinsic bulk crystallization phenomenon in polymers to the limited extent to which it is now lmown.
9. Appendix 9.1 . Derivation of Equation (4) From a formal standpoint, the derivation given b elow is based on the treatment due to 11andelkern (5), and Mandelkern, Quinn, and Flory [6] . The principal reasons for r ep eating this derivation here are (a) to clarify the m eaning of Xw (th eir X.W or Aw), and to indicate why it is actually not preCisely invariant with x, (b ) to show how their approach may be applied directly to the particular crystallization variable, x, used in the body of the present pap er, and (c) to indicate the theoretical values assumed by Xw in several situations of interes t . The derivation is in tended to apply to homopolymers that can eventually achieve a high degree of crystallinity.
Consider a polymer specimen of total mass Mo. Let dl11; be the increment of mass transformed into the crystalline state in a time dt on ajree growth bas~s, so that M; is the mass at time t on the same baSIS.
Take dMe to be the actual mass transformed in an interval dt so that Me is the actual mass transformed up to t. The fraction M e/Mo is x, and dMe/M o is dx. It is assumed that M e is less than M; at any given time owin g to various r etardations to the growth, and the depletion of crystallizable material. The mass fraction transformed on a free growth basis, x', is M;/Mb . This quantity is called the "free bulk growth rate" in th e text.
D efin e a retardation parameter Xw, wher e xw> O, as the mean value oj the apparent limiting degree oj crystallinity in stage 1. This definition is giver: in explicit recognition of the fact that the retardatwns present n ear the end of stage I (or in stage 2) are apt to be consid erably different than those near its inception. Xw will thus b e used to deal approximately with th e retardations in the r egion wher e ~he crys tallization is ascribable to concurrent nucleatwn and growth, i.e., nearly up to the point of massive impingement at Xm-On no account is it intended to convey that Xw is, generally speaking, the true limiting degree of crystallinity in the system. The true limiting degree of crystallinity would by d efinition be an equilibrium state, undoubtedly only difficul ty achievable in the type of homopolym~r under consideration, whereas Xw, as defined h ere, IS determined by geometric and kinetic fa ctor~: ~rhe connection b etween Xw and the pseudo eqUlhbrlUm degree of crystallinity, Xm, w-ill b e brought out shortly, but it is sufficient at this point to indicate that t hese two quantities will no t gen erally be precisely the same on account of the eArpected differences in the retardations in th e different portions of stage l.
In this situation i t is assumed t hat (A-I )
i.e. , t he actual increment of mass 'transformed in a time dt is proportional t o the increment of mass transformed on a free growth basis times the mass fraction of (apparently) crystallizable polymer re-mammg. However , in a ny real case th e possibility must be recognized that higher order terms in x/xw may exi st that lead to deviation from th e simple first-order rate law r epre enLed by eq (A-I of xw> l is not excluded at very low x, since her e the crystals may be tr uly independent, and con ume the liquid at the free growth rate, 0 that dlvIc~dM; or xw> > l. However , such a contingency will not ordinarily arise in practi ce. D espite it limit ations, eq (A-I ) may be r egarded a an approximate but adequate way of introducing the effect of retardations in the r egion of superposition . Equation (A-I ) is certain to fail near and above Xm. Dividing both sides of eq (A-I ) by M o, and r emembering that dMcFNfo= dx , there is 'obtained The quantity M ;/lvio is t he mass fraction transformed on a free-growth basis, x', and is readily calculated for various geometries of growth and types of nucleation. It generally takes the form Zt n (see below). Therefore eq (A -3) leads to
X= x w [l-e-(l { x w)2't n ].
(A -4) 9.2. Derivation of Equation (5) Expand the exponential term in eq (A -4) to obtain (A -5) 
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Now differentiate with respect to t to get (A-6) and then divide by eq (A-5) and rearrange to find n = (t/x) (dx/dt )[l + (1 /2) (Zjxw)t n + ..
. ). (A-7)
Z must now be eliminated. Using eq (A-5) to find Z = xc n (to the required accmacy only the first term need be retained), thore is obtained n = (t/x ) (dx/dt) [ There are no growth centers per unit volume in t he system, and all are active at t= O. Then from the general formula [5) for the free growth rate, we have One-dimensional Growth: L et r be the radius of the rod, which is taken to be of circular cro ssection. D efin e G= dl/dt as the rate of lengthwise growth of the rod. G is taken to be con tant at a given temperature (lineal growth). Then v' (t,O ) = 7rr 2 Gt, so that] I i the rate of injection of nuclei per unit volume, r the birth time of a particle, where r ::;t, and V' (t,r) is the volume at time t of a particle born at r. The quantity Idr represents the number of nuclei generated in a time dT. 
